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elected as USG at- 
large senators 
Twelve students were 
voted Into office as Under- 
graduate Student Govern- 
ment at-large senators. 
Those students Include: J. 
Rob Reitruszka, Pamela 
Buxton, Brian Anderson, 
Jason Skidmore, Kerry Au- 
llzia, Marce Wahba, John 
Wallace, John Krishner, 
Jeff Carney, Chad 
DeVeaux, Timothy Gacioch 




Wood County Special 
Olympics is currently re- 
cruiting volunteers for 
coaching and assistant posi- 
tions for spring sports. 
Nearly ISO youth and 
adult athletes will partici- 
pate in different sports. 
For more Information on 
Special Olympics volunteer 
opportunities, contact Rose 
Clements, Wood Lane Vol- 
unteer Coordinator, at 
352-5115. 




"Certain things will 
probably always be 
print, and certain 
things are moving 
very, very fast into 
the electronic 
format." 
-Linda Dobb, library 
dean speaking about 
the new library 
lechnoogy 
Low voter turnout may be 
result of winter weather 
Job Boyle 
The BC News 
Poor weather may have made 
for poor turnout In the primary 
elections in Wood County. 
Bowling Green City School 
District's emergency 4.S mill 
levy was resoundingly turned 
down by city and campus voters 
Tuesday, as slightly over 60 per- 
cent decided to deny the school 
money to grant raises for the 
next year. 
Superintendant Bill Hall said 
the failure of the levy will create 
problems with the collective 
bargaining agreement the dis- 
trict has with its teachers. 
"We won't be able to grant pay 
increases and we will have to as- 
sess where we are for the bud- 
get," Hall said. 
Hall said the district will put 
the Issue on the ballot again in 
1996, but It will be up to the 
school board to decide when. 
"We can go on the ballot In Au- 
gust or November. Under the col- 
lective bargaining argreement, 
we have to go on the ballot one 
more time," Hall said. 
The campus vote would not 
have made any difference. Hall 
said, due to the nature of the 
voters. 
"If you look at campus votes. 
It's never been large. 1992 and 
1988 were the only "large turn- 
outs," Hall said. "Voter turnout 
was very low all over." 
Wood County vote results 
represent state numbers 
Joe Boyle 
The BC News 
Wood County served as a 
microcosm of Ohio's Republican 
voters Tuesday In Bob Dole's 
best showing of the primary 
season. 
Dole brought in 66 percent of 
the vote in Wood County, soundly 
defeating Pat Buchanan's 20 per- 
cent in the Republican primary. 
Mike Marsh, Wood County Re- 
publican Party Chairman, said 
Dole leads a "top-notch" group of 
Republican candidates in Ohio. 
"I think we've got a great 
group of candidates," Marsh 
said. "Our county commissioner 
candidates are really impressive 
- the best we've had in many 
years." 
Jim Carter and Tim Brown will 
be bearing the G.O.P. banner in 
November against Democrats 
Kathleen Steingraber and Alvin 
Perkins, who both ran unop- 
posed. 
See PRIMARY, page three. 
Hldtkl K.b.y««U/Tke BG New. 
Rob Rlnto, a senior education major, votes for the primary elec- 
tion at Anderson Arena Tuesday afternoon. 
Jerome Library goes on-line to save money 
Jiy Young 
The BC News 
Faced with tight budgets, the 
University library is looking for 
ways to place the library in 
everyone's office and room. 
Linda Dobb, Jerome Library 
dean, said the Increasing costs of 
printed material Is forcing the 
University to cancel journals and 
other materials. 
'The price of Journals is going 
up astronomically, so we are 
working with departments to re- 
duce the number of journals we'- 
re getting," Dobb said "We're 
trying to offer some new ser- 
vices." 
Dobb said the library will be 
trying several services that offer 
Journal articles on-line. Instead 
of purchasing the entire booklet, 
the University would be charged 
by article. "We must cut jour- 
nals. I think it is terrible, and I 
hate it, but we must do it," Dobb 
said. "In order to make up for 
some of the journals that we will 
not be getting here, we're going 
to try and use some article deliv- 
ery options;" 
One of the services is Lexis 
Nexis. Dobb said the service 
provides a lot of research op- 
tions. 
"We're going to get this service 
and then faculty will be able to 
order articles that they need," 
Dobb said. "We haven't made it 
available to students yet." 
Kelly Moore, Reference Ser- 
vices coordinator, said an oppor- 
tunity for faculty to learn about 
Lexis Nexis will occur after 
spring break. 
"During National Library 
Week we'll be doing open train- 
ing for all faculty," Moore said 
She said if faculty want 
research Items In a timely fash- 
ion, they should learn how to use 
the new service. Moore said that 
not learning the service is an op- 
tion, though 
"They have that preogative, 
and in many ways that will be 
easier," Moore said. "They dont 
have to learn a new system. They 
don't have to load special soft- 
ware on their mahcine, but they 
might have to wait two weeks to 
get a journal article." 
Dobb   said   technology   will 
mean a lot of changes in every li- 
brary, but not the end of them. 
"It's nice to have the paper. In 
fact, a lot of people will look at 
the screen and still want to print 
it out, but the truth Is that these 
publishers are putting this stuff 
out in electronic format," Dobb 
said 'You're going to find that 
all libraries are all in this tran- 
sition period, between print and 
electronic. Certain things will 
probably always be print, and 
certain things are moving very, 
very fast into the electronic for- 
mat." 
Judge gives go-ahead to rape evidence 
Joe Boyle 
The BC News 
A Wood County Common Pleas 
Court Judge has ruled that evi- 
dence from three separate at- 
tacks can be used against an Ar- 
lington, Ohio man accused of a 
rape and an abduction in Bowling 
Green In 1993. 
Eric B. Pearson, 43, is accused 
of one count of rape and one 
count of abduction in a series of 
1993 attacks in Bowling Green. 
Judge Gale Williamson ruled 
the April 2, 1994 and July 14, 
1993 rapes committed In Tiffin 
will be admlssable In court since 
Pearson could be identified by 
DNA A Sept. 23, 1993 abduction 
in Bowling Green will also be 
admlssable because the victim 
could identify Pearson. 
In the decision, Williamson 
said If Pearson's identity could 
be not be established by victim 1- 
dentiflcation, DNA evidence 
would be satisfactory. 
'It would appear to the Court 
that DNA evidence may be better 
than the testimony of a victim to 
establish the identity of the at- 
tacker," Williamson wrote. 
Wood County Prosecuting At- 
torney Alan Mayberry said he 
plans to call some of the prior 
victims to establish the "rather 
unique" manner in which Pear- 
son committed his crimes. 
"His method is unique to me in 
16 years as a prosecutor, and 
unique to police officers with 
even more experience," 
Mayberry said. 
Pearson is charged with the 
Aug. 27, 1993 rape of a 24-year- 
old University student in Bowl- 
ing Green, as well as the abduc- 
tion of a woman near the comer 
of Manville Avenue. 
  I 
1 M«tt KryferTTfct AiMcUled Pre u Don Hardy, left, and Ralph Drafall stop to talk after voting In the Illinois Primary for Grafton Township at the American Legion building In Huntley, III. 
Dole claims Ohio, 
GOP nomination 
John King 
The Associated Press 
Sen. Bob Dole clinched the Re- 
publican presidential nomination 
Tuesday with a Midwest primary 
sweep that set the stage for a 
generational battle In November 
pitting the World War II hero 
against the Baby Boom Demo- 
cratic incumbent. 
"The fall campaign Is under 
way," Dole said triumphantly. "It 
is 230 days to defeating Bill Clin- 
ton." Even so, key Republicans 
worried that Ross Perot was pre- 
paring to enter the presidential 
fray. 
Dole defeated persistent rival 
Pat Buchanan by lopsided mar- 
gins In Ohio, Michigan, Illinois 
and Wisconsin. As a result, he 
gained more tlian 200 delegates 
and crossed the 996 mark needed 
to mathematically clinch the 
GOP nomination, according to 
The Associated Press count. 
The Kansas senator refused to 
declare victory in the nomination 
chase, eager to maintain meaning 
for next week's California pri- 
mary. Still, he knew the prize 
that eluded him in two prior 
White House bids was his. 
"The first time I came up 
empty. The last time I came up 
short," Dole told AP. "This time 
I'm coming up full." 
Perot's maneuvering came just 
as a new national poll showed 
Dole moving to within eight 
points of Clinton- 
I Colored Ink "* 
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BGSU goes East U.S. needs more activist athletes 
to replace South 
With Olscamp Hall open for just over a year now, ex- 
tensive renovations taking place in Eppler Center, 
and Kreischer's interior getting a facelift, much excite- 
ment abounds over building new structures and updat- 
ing the ones which have been around for a while. 
It was recently announced that South Hall will be de- 
molished, and a brand spankin' new building to house the 
American Culture Studies Department and the English 
Department. The building will be located to the west of 
the library and directly south of Anderson Arena, and 
will be named East Hall. 
Originally, renovations of South Hall had been dis- 
cussed, but it was discovered that demolishing and re- 
building would be less expensive. South Hall will remain 
standing for anywhere from three to five years, and will 
house other departments while their respective build- 
ings are being refurbished. 
Bob Waddle, Capital Planning director, said, "Essen- 
tially it is going to allow us to consolidate the English 
Department, which is something we have wanted to do 
I for a really long time." 
The News believes that this new building is a much- 
needed change. Anyone who has been in South Hall 
knows that kind of shape it's in: the fold-up desks in the 
large lecture rooms don't stay in their "upright and 
locked" position, and they're made to seat individuals 
standing somewhere under 4'10". 
Also, much of the English Department's current office 
placement leaves much to be desired, and they have 
been spread out into different buildings. Bringing them 
together will lead to better efficiency and more unity 
within the department. 
In addition to faculty and staff offices, it will also con- 
tain much-needed computer labs, allowing for more on 
campus access, and additional classroom space, hopeful- 
ly with better facilities than what South Hall currently 
can offer. 
If we're supposed to be so technologically advanced, it 
seems as though our campus structures need to catch up. 
The BG News 
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I used to collect baseball cards. 
I used to have the roster of every 
professional sports team memor- 
ized. I used to plunk myself down 
In front of the life-sucker to 
watch anything that fell under 
the umbrella of "pro sports." 
That all ended a few years ago 
when I developed a brain and re- 
alized I found a lot of things 
about American sports repre- 
hensible. I still do, though I'm not 
averse to ardent Tribe-worship. 
But how can I respect the 
planet's most phallocentric en- 
tertainment Industry, where 
male athletes are deified and no 
realistic attempts are made at 
developing women's leagues? 
Last year, convicted rapist Mike 
Tyson made a comeback which 
coincided with that of Monica 
Seles, who had recovered from 
an attack by a crazed male fan. 
Guess who got all the press? 
How can I respect an industry 
that refuses to change ridiculous- 
ly racist nicknames In the name 
of 'tradition?" How can I respect 
the widespread corruption and 
greed that lead to astronomical 
salaries for a single player and 
owners who uproot their fran- 
chises out of town at their sli- 
ghtest whim? 
Sports, for me, is just another 
Pierce 
form of popular mass entertain- 
ment. What differentiates it from 
more passive forms Is its ties to 
the community. The players on 
the field represent the place 
where you live, and of course, 
where you live is the BEST, so 
you want them to win. Over tune, 
fans develop affinities for those 
players, becoming familiar with 
not only their sporty moves but 
also their personalities. 
The problem with this is that, 
these days, most athletes have no 
personality. Listen to any post- 
game Interview and you'll hear 
the tired cliches roll out quicker 
than a Dan Wilson passed ball. 
Even the superstars of the 
games, the hyper-bland Michael 
Jordans and Dan Marines, can 
elicit little excitement when out 
of their uniforms. Few pro ath- 
letes dare to "rock the boat" and 
sadly, few have aspirations to be 
a sport's equivalent to a "rock 
star." (Hooray for Dennis Rod- 
man!) 
Last week, however, an inci- 
dent Involving an athlete made 
one fascinating personality shine 
through the gloom of cookie- 
cutter jocks. Mahmoud Abdul- 
Rauf, leading scorer for the Den- 
ver Nuggets (Nuggets?), was 
suspended by the NBA for refus- 
ing to stand during the playing of 
the national anthem. Rauf, a de- 
vout Muslim, stated that such a 
display of nationalism violated 
his religion. Therfore, he stood 
up (or rather, sat down) for his 
beliefs and set off a storm of con- 
troversy surrounding sports and 
freedom of religion. 
A "compromise" was later 
reached where Rauf would stand 
and pray during the anthem, but 
would letting one player stay In 
the locker room during the 
Star-Spangled Formality be such 
a black eye to the NBA and 
America? What a silly tradition 
in the first place - any time we 
get a large number of people as- 
sembled, we MUST remind them 
of nationalism. (Yes, I was that 
kid in elementary school who 
wouldn't say the pledge) 
Apparently, our athletes are 
supposed to be replaceable 
point-scoring machines and not 
human beings with real emotions 
and thoughts. Jordan is a "pillar 
of the community" because he 
keeps his life private (and bor- 
ing), but if he chased egg- 
wielding ruffians down in his car, 
he'd be demonized like Albert 
Belle. Likewise, we saw a di- 
sheartening reaction to Rauf's 
stand. Instead of receiving sup- 
port for his courage and convic- 
tion, he was cascaded with 
"boo's" upon his return. Fans and 
owners prefer the "dumb jock" 
stereotype to an intellegent man. 
One of my favorites since th< 
Chris Jackson days, Rauf la i 
throwback to "activist" athlete 
of the past who were punlshe< 
for following their consclenci 
Muhammad All lost his title be 
cause of his refusal to fight i 
Vietnam.   ("No   VietCong   eve 
called me nigger.") John Carlo 
and Tommle Smith lost their me 
dais for their poetic Black Power 
stand   at   the   1968   Olympics. 
Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf lost only a 
couple games and the adulation 
of some mindless spectators, but 
he proved himself a noble man by 
following his principles, and may 
help reaffirm my faith in the dis- 
turbing,   perplexing   world   of 
sports. 
Matt Pierce is a Wednesday BG 
News columnist. He can be con- 
tacted at mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
W^ 
Students shouldn't 
vote BG schools 
A* a student of the University, 
I am concerned with the March 
19th election, mainly because of 
the advertisemts in the Bowling 
Green Sentinel of the BG in Sup- 
port of Our Schools. 
I believe as a student I have the 
right to vote, but when my vote 
has a permanent financial in- 
fluence on the citizens, I believe I 
should not be making a decision 
that will remain an obligation and 
responsibility for others. Even- 
tually, I will leave the University, 
but the long-term effects will 
stay with those even on Social 
Security. 
I am sure the decision would be 
easy for a student If the school 
tax were to be an Increase In the 
income tax for schools that is 
already being assessed rather 
than a real estate tax. It would 
certainly affect the Income one 
makes In part-time jobs. 
I do not own real estate, so It 
would be easy to vote to increase 
the real estate tax for others to 
pay. My conscience will not allow 
me to do this to the citizens of 
this town. I want to improve re- 
lations between the University 
and the town, not be a part of di- 
viding It 
Let the citizen who Is most af- 
fected financially make the 
choice. I can exercise my choice 
through the vote on other issues. 





Muscle man no 
Dan Gaffney fan 
This letter Is in response to the 
article which appeared in Mon- 
day's (March 18th) paper, "Get 
Fit for Sex and Speeding." I don't 
know who you think you are, but 
to label all bodybuilders as peo- 
ple who Ingest large amounts of 
hazardous chemicals in order to 
get sex or to scare people really, 
really upsets me. 
I am a bodybuilder who trains 
naturally. The reason I choose to 
build my body certainly Is not to 
scare people and, as you men- 
tioned in your article, I got "laid" 
way before I took up bodybuild- 
ing. All of the benefits of body- 
building can not be listed in a 
single letter to the editor but 
anyone who has ever done it 
knows how good It feels to be in 
shape with muscles hard as gran- 
ite and posess trememdous 
strength and agility while train- 
ing with a full range of motion. 
I also think you are way out of 
line saying bodybuilders have 
destroyed their bodies so they 
can not sexually reproduce. Once 
again the BG News prints un- 
founded, self-opinionated, Incor- 
rect information. 
One last thing, sex is an even 
more mutually gratifying expe- 
rience if two lovers can truly ap- 
preciate each others bodies for 
their aesthetic beauty rather 
than Just getting your "rocks off" 
while Intoxicated. 




medicine for ill 
U.S. Representative Barney 
Frank (D-MA) introduced a fed- 
eral medical marijuana bill In 
Congress in November 10 (H.R. 
2618) that would permit physi- 
cians to prescribe marijuana to 
patients for a number of serious 
illnesses. 
Although much more research 
is needed, it is clear both limited 
scientific evidence and rapidly 
accumulating anecdotal evidence 
that marijuana is a valuable aid 
in reducing pain and suffering 
for patients with a number of se- 
rious ailments Including cancer, 
spastic disorders, glaucoma, and 
the appetite loss associated with 
the wasting syndrome of AIDS. 
Marijuana is less toxic and costly 
that the conventional medicines 
for which it may be substituted. 
Results from a recent poll con- 
ducted by the American Civil 
Liberties Union demonstrate that 
85 percent of the voting public 
favor the medical use of mari- 
juana. Thirty-six states have a- 
dopted legislation facilitating the 
medical use of marijuana, but 
none of these state measures can 
be Implemented until Congress 
amends the law. The introduction 
of Rep. Frank's legislation pro- 
vides Congress with that oppor- 
tunity. 
Rep. Frank's bill deserves the 
support of all members of Con- 
gress, Including Representative 
Marcl Kaptur and Paul Gilmore 
and Senators John Glenn and 
Mike Dewine. Congress must no 
longer deny an effective med- 
icine to people who are suffering 
from deadly and painful illnes- 
ses. 
Please contact you member of 
Congress and urge him/her to 
co-sponsor the Frank medical 
marijuana bill. To find out the 
addresses of your congressman 
call the Congressional switch- 
board operator ® (202) 224-3121. 
If your congressman would like 
additional information please 
contact the NORML office in 
Washington, DC. 




A report in Tuesday's News mis- 
quoted University Attorney 
Nancy Footer. The quote should 
read: 'It's very Important to keep 
in mind that even though we 
might not have the reports In 
question, the Information of that 
report Is In Marshall Rose's 
notes." In addition, the Bernade- 
tte Noe lawsuit names University 
President Sidney Ribeau in care 
of the University. The News re- 
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Mckattl HtburTaw AataciaCcd Prau 
Unlled Auto Workers Local 696 President, Joe Hasenjager, takes a break from toe marathon bar- 
gaining session with General Motors officials at the Delphi Chassis System plant in Dayton, Ohio. 
Talks continued Into the second day to try to end the walk out that has idled more than 125,000 GM. 
workers nationwide. 
Labor experts disagree 
on length, end of strike 
James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON - Labor experts 
differed Tuesday over whether 
the increasing length of bar- 
gaining sessions between Gen- 
eral Motors Corp. and a strik- 
ing union may mean that a 
settlement is near. 
Negotiators for GM and 
United Auto Workers Local 696 
resumed talks Tuesday to try 
to end the 15-day-old strike 
that has crippled GM's North 
American operations. 
The strike by 2,700 workers 
at two Dayton brake plants has 
forced the nation's top auto- 
maker to shut down 26 of its 29 
assembly plants and 17 parts 
plants. Dozens of parts plants 
were partially affected, includ- 
ing at least 16 more added to 
the list Tuesday. 
The walkout has idled about 
166,550 of GM's 250,000 hourly 
workers in the United States, 
Mexico and Canada. 
Neither GM spokesman Jim 
Hagedon nor union officials 
would say whether there had 
been any progress in recent 
talks. 
Harley Shaiken, labor 
professor at the University of 
California   at   Berkeley,   said 
day-long talks Saturday fol- 
lowed by a 40-hour session that 
ended early Tuesday is cause 
for "cautious optimism." 
•The fact that they are talk- 
ing so long means they have 
something to talk about," Shai- 
ken said. "But the length of 
these sessions indicates there 
are still a lot of differences be- 
ing worked out." 
However, Dale Brickner, as- 
sociate director of the Michi- 
gan State University School of 
Labor and Industrial Relations, 
said the sessions may be get- 
ting longer simply because the 
situation has reached a crisis 
stage, with more GM plants 
and workers idled each day. 
"There's no reason for opti- 
mism," Brickner said. "There's 
Just reason to believe they're 
going to argue the thing 
through as far as they can. It 
gets gloomier by the day." 
The strike has focused pri- 
marily on outsourcing, the 
practice of buying parts from 
outside manufacturers to re- 
duce labor and production 
costs. The union sees it as a 
job-killer, while GM says it 
needs that option to remain 
competitive. 
The strike, which began 
March 5, is the longest by the 
UAW since 1970, when a 
national walkout lasted 68 
days, from Sept. 14 to Nov. 20. 
Brickner said in many cases 
the longer the strike, the more 
difficult it is to settle because 
negotiators take strong posi- 
tions on the issues and then 
find it tough to back down. 
The latest strike casualty 
was the GM assembly plant in 
Detroit, idling about 250 
workers. The plant produces 
the Chevrolet G/P Cutaway 
truck and the GMC G/P Cu- 
taway truck. 
The latest layoffs also in- 
cluded 200 of the 890 workers 
at GM's fender-replacement 
plant in West Mifflin, Pa Most 
of the fenders go to GM 
dealers as replacement parts 
and the rest for new cars. 
"We don't feel we should 
have been impacted by that 
strike, but I guess the corpora- 
tion feels we should," said 
Jules Horvath, president of 
UAW Local 544. 
Alfonzo Hall, plant manager, 
said the strike has prevented 
the factory from shipping new- 
car parts. 
The Waukegan, III.-based 
Cherry   Corp.,   which   makes 
See STRIKE, page four. 
PRIMARY 
Continued from page one. 
Brown said the road to the 
election will be "more pleasant" 
now that he has a mandate of Re- 
publican voters behind him. 
"It's going to be pleasant with 
this margin of victory," Brown 
said. "A lot of people on the cam- 
paign trail are talking about our 
issues. It's resounding." 
Wood County Democrats gave 
Bill Clinton the seal of approval 
over Lyndon LaRouche, with 
Clinton eaking out 95 percent of 
the vote to LaRouche's five per- 
cent. 
«^> 
ALBERT PA1EY IHERMAN  STAIOM 
RESPOND  TO TOLEDO'S TREASURES 
Now rhiough June 9 
See how great art inspires great artists. 
The Toledo Museum of Art 
2445 Monrot Sin-it  one block oH I 75    Ikkell    419   ?43 7000 
Publishers file suit after 
reporter access refused 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - The publishers of 
The Blade have sued the Univer- 
sity of Toledo, claiming a search 
committee charged with finding 
a new athletic director refused to 
admit a Blade reporter to a 
March 12 committee meeting. 
The suit, filed Monday in Lucas 
County Common Pleas Court by 
the Toledo Blade Co., also alleges 
that university officials refused 
to make public some of the com- 
mittee's records. 
It alleges that school officials 
had committee members, who 
are not public officials, maintain 
rome of the committee's records. 
The suit also says the commii- 
tee refused to admit Andrew 
Curllss, projects editor of The 
Collegian, UTs student news- 
paper, to meetings on Feb. 2 and 
March 12. Curliss is also a plain- 
tiff In the suit. 
Martin Robblns, vice president 
for university relations and 
chairman of the search commit- 
tee, is also listed as a defendant 
The Blade's filing seeks a tem- 
porary restraining order and a 
preliminary injunction ordering 
the university to comply with the 
state's Public Records Act and 
open-meetings law in the selec- 
tion process. The lawsuit was as- 
signed to Judge Robert Chris- 
tiansen. 
The lawsuit seeks an order 
directing that all search commit- 
tee records be made available, 
that the two committee meetings 
be ruled In violation of the open- 
meetings law and that actions 
taken at those meetings be de- 
clared Invalid. 
The suit also seeks $500 in 
damages for each alleged viola- 
tion of the law, phis costs and at- 
torney fees. 
A hearing on the request for 
the temporary restraining order 
was set for 3 p.m. Wednesday. 
Barbara Machin, the universi- 
ty's general counsel, could not 
comment. 
Union says defense using 
private companies illegally 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A public- 
employees union said the De- 
fense Department is illegally 
turning over operations at the 
Newark Air Force Base In cen- 
tral Ohio to private companies. 
A lawsuit riled Monday by the 
American Federation of 
Government Employees in U.S. 
District Court In Columbus also 
challenges similar plans for 
other bases in the country. 
"Our union will not stand Idly 
by while critical defense 
measures are ignored," said John 
Srurdivant, union president. "De- 
fense workers know more than 
anyone else how to keep this na- 
tion ready for any military 
emergency." 
Last year, the department a- 
warded $283 million in one-year 
contracts to Rockwell Interna- 
tional and Wyle Laboratories of 
Hampton Va, to repair and ser- 
vice guidance systems for air- 
craft and missiles and to operate 
a meteorology lab at Newark. 
The operations had been per- 
formed by civilian employees of 
the Defense Department. The 
private companies expect to re- 
tain most of the 1,400 workers 
currently employed at the New- 
ark base in Heath, about 30 miles 
east of Columbus. 
"The Air Force does not com- 
ment on lawsuits," said Mike 
Wilson, spokesman for the New- 
ark base. 
The plan Is expected to be 
completed by Oct. 1. It is seen by 
the military as a test case for Ke- 
lly Air Force Base In San An- 
tonio, Texas, and McClellan Air 
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With Poncho, front, and Torchec pulling hard, Tlmmy Hitchcock, 7, trie* lo keep the pace ■ little 
flower by itaylag In the graii while roHerbladlng behind the dogi near hit home In Mlicoula, Moot. 
Both dogs are la special harnesses used for polling the kids on rollerblades. 
Sheriff stops searching 
for newborn's remains 
The Associated Press 
AKRON - A sheriff in Florida 
has stopped searching for re- 
mains of a newborn rumored to 
have been killed in 1993. 
Two members of Eddie Lee 
Sexton's family, a 9-month-old 
boy and a son-in-law were killed 
in Florida, where Eddie Sexton 
had taken his family on the run 
from child abuse charges in 
Stark County, Ohio. 
The Hillsborough County Sher- 
iffs Department called off the 
search Monday after three days 
of digging failed to turn up a 
body in the Little Manatee River 
Recreation Area near Tampa, 
Fla., the Akron Beacon Journal 
reported today. 
"We found nothing, so we have 
stopped looking," said Jack 
Espinosa, spokesman for the 
sheriff. 
The search began last month at 
another site about 40 miles east 
in Pasco County, where the fami- 
ly lived for several months late in 
1993. 
Ohio Air National Guard 
pilot OK after F-16 crash 
The Associated Press 
GRAYLING, Mich - An Ohio 
Air National Guard fighter plane 
crashed on Tuesday during a 
training mission in Michigan. 
The pilot, Capt. Doug J. Cli- 
grow, ejected safely and was 
taken to a hospital to be evaluat- 
ed, the National Guard said. The 
plane, an F-16 Fighting Falcon, 
was destroyed. 
The single seat fighter was one 
of four F-I63   from   the  178th 
Fighter   Wing   in   Springfield, 
Ohio, on the mission. 
The fighter developed an en- 
gine problem over the Camp 
Grayling Military Reservation In 
north-central lower Michigan, 
Major Jim Bollng said. Cligrow, 
33, of London, Ohio, ejected and 
the plane crashed at about 10 
am. on the reservation. 
The planes had taken off from 
Phelps   Collins   Air   National 
of the reservation, along Lake 
Huron. 
Guard Base, which is northeast 
The  other  three  planes   re- 
turned   to   the   base   after   the 
crash. 
He said the National Guard had 
no indication that Cligrow was In- 
jured and that the hospital evalu- 
ation was standard. 
The planes were practicing for 
an operational readiness In- 
spection and had just completed 
practice bombing runs when the 
crash occurred, Bollng said. 
Students learn that truth 
begets rewards, disdain 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Two high 
school freshmen who turned in 
$10,000 in lost cash received $500 
rewards from a bank, but scom 
from their peers. 
"It's a tribute to the boys and 
their parents," Mike Hall, prin- 
cipal at suburban Anderson High 
School, said Monday. "It's just a 
wonderful lesson for everyone." 
Matt Disher, 14, and Kris Mil- 
ler, IS, said they talked about all 
the things they could buy with 
$10,000 when they saw it in a 
mall trash bin Friday afternoon. 
Then they called police. 
Police said a Provident Bank 
employee had left the money be- 
hind   in  a  trash bin 
The Sexton family was camped 
at the site when Eddie Lee Sexton 
and his wife were arrested on 
Jan. 14,1994, on federal fugitive 
warrants. 
The story of the infant's death 
came from several of Sexton's 
children, who said that the father 
of 12 had smothered a newborn 
granddaughter about a month be- 
fore another child, a 9-month-old 
boy, was killed by Sexton's 
26-year-old daughter, Estella 
Mae Good. 
Ohio forest officials plan to 
meet goals this summer 
The Associated Press 
MARIETTA, Ohio - Officials 
at the Wayne National Forest 
said they will spend this season 
catching up on the goals out- 
lined in a 10-year operations 
plan filed in 1987. 
The plan  set priorities  for 
expanding the forest, harvest- 
ing timber, handling oil and gas 
rights and manipulating habi- 
tats to foster the development 
of wildlife. 
But the goals - acquiring 
more than 100,000 acres, sell- 
ing timber rights and conduct- 
ing more auctions of oil and 
gas rights - have not been met, 
The Marietta Times reported 
Monday. 
A ban on land purchases, a 
federal budget Impasse and 
budget cuts all contributed to 
the failure, the newspaper said. 
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door-mounted controls for GM, 
laid off 200 of the 800 workers in 
the company's automotive divi- 
sion. And Verity Corp., which 
supplies GM with brakes and 
other parts and is based in Buf- 
falo, N.Y., furioughed about 240 
employees at plants in Michigan, 
Ohio and Kentucky. 
Edward   Hagenlocker,   presi- 
dent of automotive operations at 
Ford Motor Co., said GM's fat in- 
ventories of many of Its vehicles 
will buffer sales. 
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Tape allows cops 
to find carjacker 
John Cvrran 
The Associated Press 
TOMS RIVER, NJ. - Before 
she was smothered by a 
17-year-old carjacker, Kath- 
leen Wein-stein used a min- 
iature cassette player to se- 
cretly record herself pleading 
for her life, authorities said 
Tuesday. 
"Don't you understand what 
kind of trouble you are going 
to get in? Don't you think 
they're going to find you?" 
Weinstein asked the boy who 
abducted her from a shopping 
plaza last Thursday. 
Although It didn't save 
Weinstein, the dramatic 
24-minute recording helped 
authorities identify a suspect. 
A 17-year-old - identified by 
authorities as M.L. of Ber- 
keley Township - was charged 
Tuesday with murder and car- 
jacking. 
"On the tape, Mrs. Wein- 
stein valiantly and persisten- 
tly used every skill and power 
she had to convince her at- 
tacker to simply take her car 
and not her life," Prosecutor 
Daniel Carlucclo said. 
"Her humanity and skills as 
a special education teacher 
are apparent in the recording 
... She made every effort to 
befriend and understand 
him." 
Weinstein offered her at- 
tacker help and advice during 
their conversation, and prom- 
ised not to tell anyone if he 
Just took her car and left her 
alone. 
But in the end, the youth 
suffocated Weinstein with her 
coat and other pieces of cloth 
ing. officials said. Her body 
was found Sunday In a wooded 
area of Berkeley Township. 
The cassette was in one of her 
pockets. 
The tape stopped before the 
slaying. It was made while the 
hand-held recorder was in a 
bag. Weinstein managed to 
remove   the   tape   from   the 
machine and put it in her 
pocket without the killer's 
knowledge so authorities 
would find it later, Carlucclo 
said. 
"I have no doubt Kathleen 
Weinstein spoke to us through 
that tape," he said. 
Carlucclo said he would 
seek to have the suspect tried 
as an adult so he could face the 
death penalty. 
Weinstein, 45, of Tinton 
Falls, disappeared Thursday 
after staying home from her 
job as a special education 
teacher to study for a gradu- 
ate school exam. She was en 
route to take the test when she 
stopped to buy a sandwich. 
The killer went to the Toms 
River shopping center be- 
cause he was about to turn 17 
and wanted a car, Carlucclo 
said. He even had a model in 
mind: a 1995 Toyota Camry 
like the one Weinstein drove. 
The youth abducted Wein- 
stein at gunpoint, and either 
drove or forced her to drive to 
the secluded site where she 
was killed, Carlucclo said. 
At some point, Carlucclo 
said, Weinstein turned on the 
voice-activated recorder and 
began taping her conversation 
with her abductor. The pros- 
ecutor read some of her com- 
ments, but did not disclose any 
of the youth's taped com- 
ments. 
During the conversation, 
Weinstein asked the youth 
about his background and why 
he wanted the car. 
When he wouldn't say, 
Weinstein said: "Why don't 
you just tell me? Of course It's 
Important, it's determining 
your whole life and the direc- 
tion you're t»Hng it's impor- 
tant. We're here for a purpose. 
That's what happens by the 
decisions and things that you 
make." 
At another point, Weinstein 
asked: "Donl you understand, 
though, what kind of trouble 
you are going to get in? 
Clinton uncovers 1997 budget 
AlMFrim 
The Asociated Press 
WASHINGTON - President 
Clinton rolled out a $1.64 trillion 
election-year budget on Tuesday, 
promising it would Invigorate the 
economy, erase federal deficits 
and cut taxes. "Who's he kid- 
ding?" was the blunt response of 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich. 
"As we pursue these priorities, 
we will do so with a government 
mat is leaner but not meaner," 
Clinton said In a swipe at compet- 
ing Republican proposals. But 
following his yearlong deadlock 
with the GOP over balancing the 
budget, Clinton used the 2,196 
pages of his fiscal 1997 blueprint 
to fuse timeworn Republican 
themes with his own. 
Clinton would balance the bud- 
get in seven years but carve shal- 
lower slices out of Medicare, 
Medlcaid and other benefits than 
the GOP wants. Taxes would be 
cut by $100 billion over seven 
years, mostly for families and 
small business, only half as deep 
as Republicans propose. 
As he has before, Clinton ad- 
dressed economic security wor- 
ries that emerged during the 
GOP presidential contest by pro- 
posing more money for comput- 
ers in classrooms, environmental 
cleanup, research grants and 
other programs aimed at bracing 
the economy. Also with a familiar 
Republican ring are his calls for 
more reductions in the federal 
workforce, crackdowns against 
Illegal immigrants and extra law 
enforcement funds. 
As his package was released, 
Clinton Invited congressional 
leaders to the White House 
Wednesday morning to seek an 
end to an interminable budget 
stalemate that has sparked two 
federal shutdowns since Novem- 
ber. 
"We should enact a balanced 
budget, and we should do it now, 
not after the November election, 
not after the political season, not 
later, but now," he said. 
His likely November opponent, 
Senate Majority Leader Bob 
Dole, R-Kan., seemed willing to 
try. "He'll gain politically. I'll 
gain politically, but the American 
University Honors Program, Honors Student 
Association and Student Book Exchange 
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President Clinton talks to Vice President Al Gore In the Old Executive Office Building in Washington 
where he unveiled his $1.64 trillion dollar fiscal 1997 federal budget. The President sent to Congress 
the election-year budget which would provide modest tax relief to the middle class while reaffirming 
his commitment to balancing the budget "the right way." 
people will be the real gainers" 
from lower interest rates and 
other economic benefits if an 
agreement can be reached. Dole 
said. 
But there were no real Indica- 
tions the two sides were any 
closer to solving disagreements 
over extracting savings from 
Medicare, Medlcaid and other 
programs, plus cutting taxes. 
Gingrich, R-Ga., more typified 
the reaction by Republicans, who 
accused Clinton of unconvinc- 
ingly  stealing   their  ideas   and 
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Lawyer wishes to call 
Bill Clinton as witness 
Chuck Bartals 
The Associated Press 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - The 
lawyer for a man accused of 
using a bank's assets to reim- 
burse contributions to Presi- 
dent Clinton's 1990 and 1992 
political campaigns said today 
he hopes to call the President 
as a witness. 
Dan Guthrle said Perry 
County Bank owner Herby 
Branscum Jr. needs Clinton to 
dispute Independent Counsel 
Kenneth Starr's inference that 
Branscum bought a seat on the 
state Highway Commission 
with $7,000 in campaign con- 
tributions. 
Branscum and bank co- 
owner Robert M. Hill are ac- 
cused of using bank money to 
reimburse friends, relatives 
and employees more than 
$13,000 in campaign contribu- 
tions. An 11-count indictment 
says Hill hand-delivered "at 
least $7,000" to then-Gov. Clin- 
ton at the state Capitol a month 
before Branscum was named 
to the highways post 
"Regarding that insinuation 
of an inducement to get the ap- 
pointment, that's simply ridic- 
ulous,'' Guthrle said. "The per- 
son who's in the best position to 
lay that issue to rest once and 
for all Is President BiU Clin- 
ton." 
Branscum and Hill had been 
scheduled to go on trial April 1, 
but a judge today delayed It un- 
til June 17. 
In a separate case now being 
heard In federal court, Clinton 
haa been subpoenaed to testify 
on behalf of James and Susan 
McDougal and la expected to 
do sometime next month. Clin- 
ton wants to testify by video- 
tape but the defendants prefer 
that he appear in person. 
Guthrle said he, too, would 
prefer the President testify in 
person but said he would work 
with Clinton's personal attor- 
neys to find the best approach. 
Hill lawyer Jack Lasslter 
couldn't Immediately be 
reached for comment 
The trial of the McDougals 
and Gov. Jim Guy Tucker re- 
sumed this morning with more 
testimony from a former Ma- 
dison Guaranty Savings and 
Loan officer who said he bal- 
ked at a loan now at the center 
of the Whitewater case. The 
former bank officer testified 
Monday that McDougal told 
him, "Stop questioning the loan 
and put It together." 
The $825,000 real estate loan 
to sawmill operator Dean Paul 
Is key to the criminal fraud and 
conspiracy charges. 
Prosecutors claim Paul was 
the front man for a deal to in- 
fuse money into financier Da- 
vid Hale's small business In- 
vestment company so that Hale 
could qualify for more federal- 
ly backed money. 
The government contends 
that  $500,000 of the money 
went to Hale's Capital Man- 
agement Services Inc. and was 
used to gain about $1.5 million 
In matching federal money. 
Don Denton, a former loan 
officer who was given Immu- 
nity from prosecution, testified 
Monday that he was skeptical 
of the loan because the value of 
the property was Inflated and 
Paul himself said he didn't 
know why he was asking for it 
"He said he was accom- 
modating his friend, David 
Hale," Denton said. He said 
Hale accompanied Paul to the 
meeting but left before it be- 
gan. 
Denton first brought his con- 
cerns to Madison president 
John Latham, then directly to 
McDougal, he said. 
"Jim, In his very clever, ca- 
valier way, comforted me and 
assured me not to worry about 
it, that he knew what he was 
doing," Denton said. 
Denton said when he per- 
sisted with his objections, 
McDougal told him to "stop 
questioning the loan and put It 
together." 
Denton said McDougal told 
him the loan was to enable 
Hale to Increase his firm's 
lending limit and join Madison 
in future deals. However, at 
the start of cross-examination 
by McDougal's attorney, Den- 
ton said McDougal never told 
him the purpose of the loan. 
Girl drugged, raped, 
kidnapped, missing 
KaryaHMt 
The Associated Press 
POTTER VALLEY, Calif. - 
Search teams made one last 
effort today to find a missing 
14-year-old girl who allegedly 
was left standing neck deep In an 
icy river by a suspected drug 
dealer. 
Ralna Bo Shirley disappeared 
last week after she and a friend 
went to a well-known party spot 
with the man and his 13-year-old 
nephew. 
The other girl was found par- 
tially clothed and In a drugged 
stupor, and authorities fear 
Ralna was drugged, raped and 
kidnapped. The 13-year-old boy 
was in custody and the older man 
was being sought. 
The disappearance is forcing 
the community to grapple with 
the growing problem of teen- 
agers and drugs. 
"We all know this Is a drug- 
related problem," Ralna's grand- 
father Ed Nickerman told a town 
gathering Monday in the auditor- 
ium at Potter Valley Community 
High School 
"If you get involved (with 
drugs), you will tear the heart out 
of your parents and tear the 
heart out of your brothers and 
sisters," Nickerman told the as- 
sembly in this sleepy town of 
3,000. 
NASA-Russian ties tense 
Space station control In middle of disagreement 
Mania Dunn 
The Associated Press 
CAPE   CANAVERAL,   Fla.   - 
First there was the size sur- 
prise NASA didn't learn until 
late In the game that half its as- 
tronauts are too tall, or too short, 
or too whatever, to fit Into Rus- 
sian space capsules. 
Now comes the who's-in- 
charge issue. 
After two shuttle-Mlr dockings 
and No. 3 coming up this week, 
not to mention several years of 
negotiations, NASA and the Rus- 
sian space agency still are argu- 
ing over who will be In charge of 
the international space station 
once it's built - American astro- 
nauts or Russian cosmonauts. 
The Europeans, the Japanese 
and the Canadians who will be 
sharing the orbiting outpost are 
mere observers of the dispute. 
This is between the Big Boys, 
Space Superpowers A and B. 
Says an amused Dieter Andre- 
sen of the European Space 
Agency: "I see a commander for 
Apartment A and a commander 
for Apartment B...." 
"I think the Russian part will 
actually listen to their ground 
station, what they are saying," 
Andresen says, "and the Ameri- 
cans will listen to the American 
station, and what has been organ- 
ized on the ground I dont think 
will be organized in orbit. 
"Maybe the European solution 
would be to make one chap in 
the capability, I think, should ex- 
pect to be able to do a considera- 
ble amount of command and con- 
trol of the thing," says shuttle 
manager and ex-astronaut Lorei. 
Shriver. 
Frank Culbertson, acting di- 
rector of NASA's shuttle-Mlr 
program, blames bad trans- 
lations for some of the misunder- 
standings. 
Other stumbling blocks in re- 
cent months have included the 
question of which country's con- 
trol center will be No. 1, and what 
will be the primary language. 
NASA has Indicated that Mission 
Control In Houston will be in 
charge, and English will be the 
primary language. 
Marcia Smith, a specialist in 
space policy for the Con- 
gressional Research Service, 
isn't surprised by the squabble 
over the station boss "because 
you have two superpowers, both 
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BUDGET- 
Continued from page five. 
perpetuating big spending. 
"We passed a balanced budget; 
Clinton vetoed It," Gingrich said. 
"Who's he kidding? We passed 
tax cuts; Clinton vetoed It" 
Senate Budget Committee 
Chairman Pete Domenici, 
R-N.M, dubbed the new plan a 
"putting government first" bud- 
get, a takeofr on Clinton's "Put- 
ting People First" 1992 campaign 
volume. And House Budget 
Committee Chairman John Ka- 
sich, R-Ohlo, said, "If this had 
been In the (college basketball) 
tournament It would have been 
knocked out In the first round." 
In this topsy-turvy budget 
year, Clinton released his 1997 
blueprint the same day the Sen- 
From C-41 process color print roll film at time of developing 
Special prices in enact 4/1/96 - 4/12/96 
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ate voted 79-21 for a huge 
measure financing dozens of 
agencies for fiscal 1996, which 
will be half over on April 1. The 
White House says that measure, 
which Is abnormally late, falls 
billions of dollars short of what Is 
necessary. Negotiations among 
the House, Senate and the White 
House should begin this week. 
Clinton's new budget, which 
would increase spending by 4 
percent over this year's total, 
heaps mounds of detail onto a 
20-page outline he submitted 
Feb. S to satisfy a legal deadline. 
One item of note: It includes 
$950,000 to build a platform and 
stands at the Capitol and for 
other expenses for next January, 
when either Clinton or a succes- 
sor takes the oath of office. 
Clinton's budget aims to trans- 
form an expected $164.2 billion 
deficit in 1997 into a $7.6 billion 
surplus in 2002, the govern- 
ment's first black Ink since 1969. 
Those figures use economic es- 
timates of the Congressional 
Budget Office; under the more 
optimistic assumptions of the 
White House Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget, the deficit 
would disappear a year sooner. 
Much of the pain would be de- 
layed. Of the $593 bill ion In over- 
all seven-year savings, $371 bil- 
lion   -  or nearly two-thirds  - 
would occur in 2001 and 2002, 
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Subway Seafood a Crab' . , 
Pepperoni 
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Lite 'Menu Choices 
(6" sandwiches under 350 calorics & 97% fat free) 
Veggie, T)elite ™ 
(All of your favorite veggie fixin't) 
223 calories 98.3 fat free 
Turfots (Breast 
276 calorier 97.9% fat free 
Mam 
273 calories   98.0% fat free 
275 coteries  97.9* fat free 
%gast "Beef 
299calories   97.3%fatfre* 
SuBivay CCuB 
(Turkey, Ham & Roast Beef) 





321 calories  97.' 
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On the way to your spring 
Break destin stop at 
fr-1'l-ttJ   Jjj) Barneys East 
Conveniently located right 
before (J) to stock up on 
delicious subway subs to 
get you through the trip! 
after Clinton's possible second 
White House term. 
Big chunks of savings would 
come from Medicare, Medicaid, 
welfare and defense. Still, typical 
of presidents' election-year bud- 
gets, Clinton's highlights popular 
spending initiatives while de- 
emphasizing the ache of deficit 
reduction. 
It reveals little about which 
annually approved domestic pro- 
grams will be cut. And some of 
Clinton's proposals bear little re- 
lation to what Congress Is willing 
to do. 
Hence, he prominently pro- 
poses $772 million for his 
national service program, which 
Republicans tried to eliminate. 
He wants $491 million for Goals 
2000, which prods states to make 
education reforms and which the 
GOP has sought to slash He 
would create $1,000 scholarships 
for the top 5 percent of graduates 
from every high school - at a 
$130 million coat. 
There would be $100 million a 
year for a new fund to restore 
Florida's Everglades and extra 
money for Environmental 
Protection Agency operations, 
which Republicans have tried to 
cut. There would be new tax In- 
centives for companies cleaning 
up abandoned urban industrial 
sites that would cost $3.4 billion 
over seven years. 
Clinton wants extra money for 
scientific, health and advanced 
technology research. There 
would be nearly $2 billion for 
communities to hire more police 
officers. 
BEST JOBS IN BG 
Build Your Resume And 





to sell yellow page 
advertising in the 
campus directory. 
Work from April 
through June. 
Gain great sales 
experience. 
Only 2 positions 
Open. Call 372-0430 
for more information, 
or stop by 204 West 
Hall for an application. 
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The votes are in: two new stadiums in Cincinnati 
John Nolan 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Early returns 
Tuesday night showed early sup- 
port for a proposal to Increase 
Hamilton County's sales tax by a 
half cent to build new stadiums 
for baseball's Cincinnati Reds 
and the football Bengals. 
With 23 percent of the vote 
counted by The Associated Press, 
57 percent of the ballots were in 
favor of the stadium tax increase 
with 43 percent against 
Advocates, noting recent relo- 
cations by other pro sports 
teams, said Cincinnati needs the 
new stadiums to keep its teams. 
But opponents said the current 
shared Riverfront Stadium 
should be adequate. 
"I think it will pass," said Reds 
owner Marge Schott, who de- 
clined to publicly endorse the tax 
proposal. "I think the voters will 
want to see us keep sports in Cin- 
cinnati." 
"I do feel good about the way it 
will turn out," said Mike Brown, 
the Bengals' president and 
majority owner, who lobbied for 
the proposal. 
Timothy Mara, leader of the 
opposition, said he hoped a heavy 
turnout would mean defeat of the 
proposal. 
Bruce Taylor, director of the 
Hamilton County Board of Elec- 
tions, said there were indications 
it would be a record vote for a 
primary election In the county, 
which has about 500,000 regis- 
tered voters. 
Schott and Brown have Insisted 
that Riverfront Stadium, which 
opened in June 1970 and houses 
both tea. ns as tenants, does not 
generate enough income to keep 
them competitive with larger- 
market teams. They both have 
indicated they would move the 
teams if they do not receive new 
stadiums. 
The Increase from 5.5 cents to 
6 cents on the dollar would help 
pay for a $544 million project to 
raze Riverfront and build sepa- 
rate stadiums on the Ohio River 
shore site. County officials said 
they also expect contributions 
from the state. 
The new stadiums would In- 
clude luxury loges and club seats 






The Associated Press 
PLANT CITY, Fla. - Jose 
Rijo collected his glove and a 
friend and headed out to see if 
the doctor was tight. 
He eagerly walked across 
the Infield and climbed the 
mound at a field near his home 
in the Dominican Republic 
The view was great: It had 
been six months since he's 
stood on a mound. 
With his friend Jose behind 
the plate, Rijo started throwing 
- gently at first, harder with 
each toss. It didn't take long to 
convince Rijo that the doctor 
knew what he was talking 
about. 
When Dr. James Andrews 
rebuilt Rijo's elbow last Au- 
gust, he told the Cincinnati 
Reds' ace and former World 
Series MVP that it would be as 
strong as ever. Rijo wanted to 
believe him. 
On that warm January day, 
as he and another Jose played 
catch effortlessly and painles- 
sly on a sunbaked field in the 
Dominican, Rijo let go of all 
doubts. 
"It was just awesome," Rijo 
said, smiling broadly as he re- 
lived the moment "I knew then 
the surgery was successful - 
1 not just by hearing it, but also 
by feeling It" 
For Rijo, feeling was believ- 
ing. For bis team, seeing has 
been believing. 
When Rijo showed up for 
training camp last month, he 
was way ahead of schedule in 
his comeback from so-called 
Tommy John surgery. The 
front office figured the right- 
hander would be out for at 
least a year, and maybe for- 
ever. 
Now it seems to be more a 
question of "bow long" rather 
than "if ever." It appears likely 
that Rijo, 30, will be back on a 
major-league mound some- 
time, and maybe even some- 
time soon. 
"I would say less than half a 
season," Rijo said. 
After   two   appearances   in Tkc AmdatHl Pn-limmn A.Kliltj 
See RIJO, page eight.    ciaclDnatl'i Jose Rijo works during bis first stint back on the aioand Sunday after offseason elbow reconstruction surgery. 
Faragalli returns; other football assistants gone 
Scott •rown 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green sidelines 
will have a different - yet famil- 
iar-look next fall. 
Four assistant coaches have 
left the program over the past 
few weeks while a former assis- 
tant has rejoined the ranks, ac- 
cording to head coach Gary 
Blackney. 
Gone Is offensive coordinator 
Terry Malone, quarterbacks 
coach Jim Coins, wide receivers 
coach Bruce Gregory and special 
teams coach Tony Pusateri, all of 
whom moved to other coaching 
positions across the state and 
country. 
Returning to the frav, 
however, Is Michael Faragalli, 
who was the offensive coor- 
dinator during the first four 
years of Gary Blackney's tenure 
when BG lost only eight games. 
Faragalli coached in the Canadi- 
an Football League last season. 
"Obviously, we are very ex- 
cited to have Mike back," Black- 
ney said. "We feel very confident 
that we can pick up offensively 
where we left of f In W 
The Falcon offense struggled 
through much of the 1995 season 
on the way to a 5-6 record, Includ- 
ing its first shutout in Blackney's 
five seasons at the helm. Some 
outside observers suggested that 
the  offensive   slump  coincided 
Blackney Faragalli 
with the loss of Faragalli, whose 
teams set numerous school and 
conference records over the pre- 
vious four years. 
The fact that Faragalli is still 
familiar with most of the Bowl- 
ing Green personnel should make 
the transition back to his 
offensive scheme that much eas- 
ier. 
"The players will be familiar 
with all the terminology In the 
huddle," Blackney explained. 
"They will be very familiar with 
how be thinks. It should be a very 
easy, smooth transition." 
As far as the other assistants 
moving in, Blackney explained 
that this Is a prime time of year 
for assistants to move between 
jobs. Malone left to head the 
offensive line at Boston College, 
while Gregory made what many 
consider a move up in the coach- 
ing profession by talcing over the 
offensive coordinator duties at 
Hofstra, a Division I-AA school 
on Long Island in New York. 
Collis and Pusateri each moved 
back to the high school level. 
taking head coaching spots at 
Columbus Academy and Reyn- 
oldsburg, respectively. 
Blackney said that he expected 
to have the open spots filled by 
April 1, Just before the start of 
spring practice on April 3. 
"Dr. [Ron] Zwelrlein [athletics 
director] has been working very 
hard to try and get these posi- 
tions filled," Blackney said. "We 
have Interviewed with several 
candidates." 
The individual duties of the re- 
spective coaches have yet to be 
set in stone, Blackney said. 
Blackney noted only that 
offensive coaches will stay on the 
offensive side, and the same will 
hold for defensive coaches. 
low the teams to sign quality 
players, the owners said. 
The city's business leaders. 
City Council Republicans and 
county commission supported 
the Increase. 
Opponents Included some 
council Democrats and a citizens' 
group that says tearing down 
Riverfront is unnecessary and 
that a promise to build the new 
stadiums did not guarantee the 
teams will remain In Cincinnati. 







The BC News 
Spring break. Falcon baseball 
style: hot hitting and solid pitch- 
ing, but no sunscreen necessary. 
The BG hardballers leave early 
tomorrow for Fort Myers, Fla, 
for their annual spring break trip 
to the Sunshine State and a full 
slate of action on the diamond. 
"All the teams that we are go- 
ing to play down there are very, 
very good," head coach Danny 
Schmitz said. "When we took 
over the program six years ago, 
that is one of the things that we 
wanted to do, we wanted to play a 
very competitive spring training 
schedule because we want to get 
ourselves ready for the MAC" 
The Falcons open the MAC 
slate at home March 30-31 
against Miami, but between now 
and then are eight games In sev- 
en days over break. 
BG   opens   the   week's   slate 
against   Ver- 
mont Thursday 







while the Fal- 
cons take on 
Vermont again 
on Saturday. BG takes on Nlagra 
Monday and Florida Internation- 
al for a doubleheader Tuesday 
before closing the schedule with 
a game against a Minnesota 
Twins minor league team on 
Wednesday. 
The Falcons will play the 
majority of their games at Terry 
Park in Fort Myers, while the 
games against Florida Interna- 
tional will be in Miami and the 
game against the minor league 
Twins is at the Lee County sports 
complex In Fort Myers. 
"Northwestern is an outstand- 
ing baseball team In the Big Ten 
and Bucknell Is also very good," 
Schmitz said, sizing up the com- 
petition. "We play a good Niagra 
team and then we go to Miami to 
play Florida International, which 
was a top ten team last year." 
The Falcons depart for the 
Toledo airport at 4 a.m. 
tomorrow, with a stopover in At- 
lanta scheduled on the way to a 
9:55 am. arrival in Fort Myers. 
The team must turn around and 
then play a nlne-lnnlng game 
Thursday night. 
"It's not going to be really 
easy, but that Is the way it la 
working out," Schmitz said. 
"Well be in Fort Myers by 10:30 
(am.) so hopefully by noontime 
well be in the hotel and the guys 
might be able to grab some lunch 
and then catch a quick nap to get 
recharged. 
"Normally that first night isnt 
so bad. The adrenaline Is flowing, 
you're down south playing, you'- 
re playing in the warm weather._ 
that usually kind of kicks in. I 
don't think that's going to be a 
problem." 
All 27 players on the Falcon 
roster will be making the trip. 
Normal NCAA rules stipulate 
that only 22 players can travel 
with the team on road trips, but 
See FLORIDA, page eight 
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bulls say Rodman is sorry; Rodman says he isn't 
Mike Nadcl ble. " doesn't matter to me if he   don't give a damn if I'm Dennis    tic   Rodman   portrayed   in   the   again. nipted Saturday, the Bulls are 
The Associated Press apologizes or not," guard Steve   Rodman or Michael Jordan or   statement the Bulls gave to the      "My sole aim from now until   running out of patience and un- 
Kmrr «*M "U*I<M flhrau that iv'fl    .Omni* Rrivn nr Charles Bark-     media. Jimp will he to heln hrinc the    H»r«tnnHina 
ikaNadtl 
he ssociated Press 
CHICAGO - Dennis Rodman 
says he's sorry. Or, at least, the 
Chicago Bulls say Dennis Rod- 
man says he's sorry. 
' Rodman certainly didn't sound 
the least bit repentant on his 
radio show Tuesday, which aired 
at Just about the same time the 
team was preparing a press 
release that depicted Rodman 
apologizing to his teammates and 
fans. 
' Some of Rodman's teammates 
doubted he had even seen the 
words he supposedly authored. 
"As  long as he comes back, 
plays hard and stays out of trou- 
ble It
err said. He can s ow t at he's 
sorry better than he says It." 
On WMVP-AM, which pays 
Rodman to go on the air twice a 
week, the volatile forward said: 
"I've been holding back, holding 
back. I'm very emotional and 
very high-strung about certain 
things, but when you've been 
tested and pushed so much in 
every game, it's hard to hold 
back. 
"It's hard for me to change. 
What am I doing in the game that 
no one else Is doing? People hold 
me, people pin me down, people 
hit me, people do everything to 
me. I don't get a fair shake. ! 
Constuction mishap 
raises questions 
at Olympic venues 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA - Another con- 
struction mishap at an Olym- 
pic venue, this time the 
aquatics center, halted work 
in the area Tuesday while of f- 
flciais tried to determine why 
two steel girders collapsed. 
No one was Injured Monday 
night when the girders fell in- 
side the swimming and diving 
venue at Georgia Tech. The 
girders, each 176 long and 
weighing 10,000 pounds, were 
designed to support the roof 
over a section of temporary 
seats. They fell shortly after 
they were Installed. 
"I'm worried for the safety 
of my men. I don't want an- 
other one killed," said Steve 
Jones, head of the Ironwor- 
kers Union Local 387. 
"I'm assured that my people 
followed procedures to the let- 
ter - they did everything they 
were supposed to do," he said. 
One girder hit the edge of 
the roof of Georgia Tech's 
student athletic center, caus- 
ing minor damage. 
A student playing basketball 
inside the center at the time 
said the crash sounded like 
thunder. 
"We just stood there with 
our mouths open - it was, like 
•Wow!"' said Harold Williams. 
The Atlanta Committee for 
the Olympic Games, federal 
Investigators and the engi- 
neers who designed the struc- 
ture met most of the day to re- 
view the collapse, but did not 
determine the cause, said Bill 
Moss, ACOG's construction 
chief. 
UNIVERSITY UNION 








All Yon Can I'.ai 
Incl: Salad Bar, baked 
potato veggie & unlimited 
beverage 
' A i Student meal plan cards 
accepled 
Incl: Salad & Garlic 
Bread 
OPES 4:30-7pm 
' All students meal plan cards 
accepted 
GET WHAT YOU WANT 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 





Stop in today 
for a complete 
apartment listing. 
R.E. Management 
Call For Our 
Competitive Rates 
• 841 Eighth St. 
• 733 Manv i] 1 e 
• 7SS Manville 
• 777 Man ville 
• 640 Eighth St. 
• 317 N. Main St. 
• Campus Manor 
(SOS Clough) 
• 313 N. Main St. 
• 615 Second St. 
• Rockledge Manor 
(840 & 850 Sixth St.) 
Call Now! 113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's) Open Mon. thru Fri. 
3S9-Q309 8:00 am-5:00 p.m OOZ yOUZ       open Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m. 
't i  If I' i  
Scott e Plppe o
ley, you don't Just put somebody 
out and say, 'Lets make him the 
example.'" 
Rodman, who cant play again 
until April 2, went on to tell his 
radio audience he's "no psycho 
problem child.'' And he said he'd 
like a private audience with Da- 
vid Stern so he could ask the 
NBA commissioner, "What's the 
difference between me and 
everybody else In this league?" 
His comments sounded more 
like the angry Rodman - who 
after Saturday's head-butting In- 
cident challenged the NBA to 
suspend him - than the apologe- 
i t i t  
 
"I was wrong in making con- 
tact with any NBA official and I 
deserved to be punished for my 
actions, although I do believe 
they (the sanctions) are severe," 
the Bulls quoted Rodman as say- 
ing. 
"I realize that the NBA ref- 
erees are doing their Jobs and It's 
my Job to respect them and the 
rules of the game and not put my 
teammates In Jeopardy. Chicago 
Bulls fans and my teammates 
have treated me with great 
warmth and acceptance and I re- 
alize I let them down. I have an 
obligation ... to not let them down 
i . 
l i f til 
une b p b g
NBA championship back home to 
Chicago." 
Otherwise, Rodman wasn't 
available for comment 
Bulls players and coaches have 
spent most of the season forgiv- 
ing Rodman's peccadilloes. 
They've defended his unique 
personality and physical appear- 
ance, made excuses for his 2* 
technical fouls and expressed 
outrage when Rodman wasn't se- 
lected for the NBA Ail-Star 
Game. They havent overreacted 
when he shows up late for prac- 
tice 
But  after Mount   Rodman  e- 
ru
i t f ti - 
dersta ding. 
"It's not a critical time now, 
but It's getting close," Michael 
Jordan said. "If it's not out of his 
system now, let him get it out in 
the next six games." 
Rodman, whose hot temper and 
erratic behavior led to acrimon- 
ious exits from Detroit and San 
Antonio earlier in his career, was 
specifically suspended for head- 
butting referee Ted Bernhardt. 
He also knocked over a cooler, 
stripped off his jersey and 
shouted obscenities before leav- 
ing the court In New Jersey. 
NCAA goes easy on Seminoles RIJO 
Brent Kallestad 
The Associated Press 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- Florida 
State's football program was 
spared major sanctions Tuesday 
for a players' shopping spree, in- 
stead getting the "lightest" of 
NCAA penalties - one year's 
probation. 
The Seminoles lost no schol- 
arships and remain eligible for 
bowl games, television appear- 
ances and the national title in 
1996. 
"This is probably one of the li- 
ghtest if not the lightest penalty 
handed down in a major case," 
said David Swank, a University 
of Oklahoma law professor and 
chairman of the NCAA's infrac- 
tions committee. "It's a penalty 
that affects image more than 
anything else with the institu- 
tion." 
Florida State Is appealing for 
that reason. 
"Our image is at stake," athlet- 
ic director Dave Hart said. "I'd 
be less than frank to say we're 
not disappointed this came out as 
a major." 
The probation is the result of a 
1993 agent-sponsored shopping 
expedition by several players to 
a sporting goods store. 
The appeal, which could take 
several more months, must be 
made by April 3. 
"We respectfully disagree with 
the categorization of these as 
major violations," Florida State 
president Talbot "Sandy" 
D'Alemberte said. "We will go 
forward with an appeal." 
Coach Bobby Bowden, on his 
annual Caribbean cruise with his 
coaching staff, was on shore in 
Jamaica and not immediately 
available to comment. 
The probation, retroactive to 
Feb. 3 when school officials met 
with the Infractions committee, 
automatically began a five-year 
clock that would bring serious 
sanctions if the school again vio- 
lated NCAA rules. 
The NCAA reprimanded Flor- 
ida State for the violations and 
ordered the school to develop a 
more thorough compliance pro- 
gram and recertify its policies. 
"Had the institution taken ap- 
propriate action and reviewed 
the information, it might have 
prevented and at least detected 
earlier the violations," the NCAA 
said. "The institution also failed 
to take sufficient actions to in- 
vestigative possible violations." 
Following severe sanctions 
imposed against Alabama, Miami 
and Mississippi State in recent 
months, Florida State officials 
were worried. Their concern es- 
calated because this was the first 
case involving improper activity 
of unregistered agents. 
"It is a very significant prob- 
lem for all universities today," 
Swank said. 
High school basketball coach 
suspended for improper conduct 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON COURT 
HOUSE, Ohio - Miami Trace 
High School boys head basketball 
coach Kirk Hardman has been 
told to stay away from work 
pending an investigation by the 
county sheriff. 
Hardman was placed on paid 
READY FOR A FANTASTIC SUMMER JOB? 
Become a reservation agent at the Red Roof Inn 
Corporate Office in Hilliard, OH. Take advantage 
of a great salary plus a weekly incentive program. 
We are open 24 hours, offering a variety of hours. 
GET SET... to work in a casual, relaxed 
atmosphere. 
GO! CALL (614) 876-32781 
Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm 
4355 Davidson Rd. 
Hillard, OH 43026 
RESERVATIONS 
leave Monday, Miami Trace 
Superintendent Douglas Male 
said Tuesday. 
Hardman was acquitted in 
Logan of 10 sex-related charges 
in 198a 
Following an internal in- 
vestigation by the school, Male 
turned the Investigation over to 
the Fayette County sheriff. 
Male said Hardman was not 
suspended, but declined to elab- 
orate and declined to describe 
the allegations. 
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$2.99 
BOWUNG GREEN 
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Continued from page aeven. 
spring games, he is going to b< 
throwing in minor-league anc 
"B" games as he builds up his 
arm strength The Reds aren't 
counting upon him, but they're 
not counting him out, either. 
"I still look for him to be back, 
at the earliest, in early May or 
June," manager Ray Knight said. 
"The other day he had kind of a 
dead-arm syndrome. He didn't 
throw well at all." 
In Rijo's first official spring 
appearance on March 10, he 
pitched two perfect innings, 
struck out two and had a fastball 
clocked at 89 mph - only about S 
mph slower than normal. He also 
threw 13 sliders, the pitch that 
made him so tough to hit. 
Although the slider didn't bite 
like before, it moved enough to 
get hitters out After his two 
strikeouts, Rljo pumped his fist 
in celebration. 
Looking back, he probably 
overdid It a bit. 
"It really did help me mentally, 
but It didn't help my physically," 
he said. "I put too much stress on 
my elbow. I wish I threw more 
like I did in my last start. I threw 
more fastballs and I threw more 
pitches." 
Rijo's arm wasn't as strong in 
his second start on March IS, and 
he got hit hard - eight hits, six 
runs in two innings. 
Rljo says the only pain he feels 
is a little discomfort in the back 
of the elbow. He said it isnt bad 
enough to stop Ms comeback or 
even slow It down. 
"I want to go fast for my own 
reasons: I want to go back to 
pitching as soon as possible," he 
said. "I've waited long enough 
I'm not too patient." 
FLORIDA 
Continued from page seven. 
the Florida trip is an exception. 
The five players making the 
Florida trip that did not travel to 
the team's season opener last 
weekend at Cincinnati will get 
their chance this week. 
"They made the decisions for 
the coaches very, very difficult, 
which is good," Schmltz said. 
"That means there is a lot of 
competition for playing time and 
there is nothing wrong with com- 
petition. The 22 that we took 
down to Cincinnati lsnt cemen- 
ted in for every trip." 
IB.G. SPECIAL «-* 
11 LARGE PIZZA ptt»" 
With Cheese And One Topping 
2 SMALL 
WITH 0N£ TOPPWQ 
ADO TOPPKOS FOR 50a EACH PG2A wun i.rieesc n u WI» ■«KK",B   mi —        ~—..—~ 
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Kentucky, on collison course? 
The AiMcUted Pr>M/ErlcC«r 
Kentucky head coach Rick Pillno 
David Royw 
The Associated Press 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Basketball 
fans in the Bluegrass state are 
getting giddy about a potential 
matchup between Louisville and 
Kentucky that could send one of 
the teams to the Final Four. 
But coaches, players and even 
Kentucky athletic director CM. 
Newton, who was on the Ken- 
tucky team that beat Louisville to 
advance in the 1951 NCAA tour- 
nament, say it would be just an- 
other game. 
Uh,huh 
"Its for state pride,'' said Diane 
Pfister, a Louisville fan who has 
been a season-ticket holder since 
Wes Unseld was a freshman. 
Pfister is headed to Minneapolis 
for No. 6 seed Louisville's 
Midwest Regional semifinal 
meeting with No. 2 seed Wake 
Forest 
If it were Just another game, 
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton 
wouldn't be leaving for Minne- 
sota during the final days of the 
legislative session But the gov- 
ernor says he will be there if the 
Defense could haunt Cleveland 
Chuck Malvln 
The Associated Press 
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Look- 
ing for a reason to pick someone 
other than the Cleveland Indians 
to win the American League pen- 
nant? Keep an eye on the 'E' col- 
umn in the box score. 
Through their first 22 games 
this spring, the Indians have 
committed an ugly 34 errors, an 
average of more than 1 errors 
per game. At that rate, they 
would make 250 errors during a 
full 162-game schedule. 
For comparison purposes, con- 
sider that the Boston Red Sox, 
the worst fielding team in the AL 
last year, averaged just 0.83, 
which would project to 135 er- 
rors over a 162-game season. 
Even the 1962 New York Mets, 
notorious for their fielding fol- 
lies, were better than the Indians 
have shown so far this spring. 
Those Mets made 210 errors in 
160 games. 
True, it's only spring training, 
and concentration levels are far 
from where they will be once the 
real games begin. And about a 
third of Cleveland's errors have 
been committed by players who 
wont be on the opening day ros- 
ter. 
So manager Mike Hargrove 
.wasn't worried when the errors 
first began to mount a couple 
weeks ago. But after his team 
committed four errors and mis- 
played some other balls into 
extra-base hits In a game against 
Kansas City this week - and all 
of the misplays were by players 
likely to make the team - his atti- 
tude hardened. 
The Indians made three more 
errors Tuesday against St. Louis. 
What's wrong? 
"If I knew, I'd do something 
about It," Hargrove snapped. 
"Things like that happen. I don't 
know that there's any logical ex- 
planation for it." 
Part of the problem may be the 
Indians' individual priorities. 
They are a team overloaded with 
big-time hitters who spend many 
extra hours in the batting cage 
and working with hitting instruc- 
tor Charlie Manuel. 
Every extra hour spent hitting, 
of course, is one less hour spent 
wearing a glove. 
"Buddy Bell (the former In- 
dians coach, now Detroit's man- 
ager) last year used to say we 
have to go about our defense the 
way we go about our hitting," 
Manuel said. "These guys love to 
hit." 
The biggest offender so far 
this spring has been second 
baseman Carlos Baerga, who 
made six errors in his first 15 
games. Baerga has the natural 
ability to be a good fielder, and 
he turns the double play as well 
as anyone in baseball, but his 
mind tends to wander when he's 
in the field. 
It's the one shortcoming that 
keeps Baerga from catching up 
to his good friend, Roberto Alo- 
mar, as the premier second 
baseman in the league. 
"Everybody knows we have the 
best team on paper," Baerga 
said. "But we have to show It. We 
have to make the routine plays 
and play good defense to win 
games." 
The situation is far from hope- 
less. Last year, Cleveland ranked 
in the middle of the pack in er- 
rors - seven AL teams made 
fewer, six made more - and the 
Indians are strong up the middle, 
with Sandy Alomar catching and 
spectacular Gold Glove winners 
Omar Vizquel at shortstop and 
Kenny Lofton in center. 
Even so, there are five defen- 
sive positions (Julio Franco at 
first, Baerga at second, Jim 
Thome at third, Manny Ramirez 
in right and Albert Belle in left) 






MID AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING • 
Choose form choice apartments within walking 
distance to campus Summer 199-6 and school year 
1996-1997 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat 
and water included, air conditioning. 





PUT SOME THOUGHT 
INTO YOUR SUMMER 



























INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO ETHICS 
DEVELOP OF PERSONS 
PHIL OF PUNISHMENT 
MARRIAGE a ALTERNATIVES 









SECOND SESSION • - 7/1-8/9 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO ETHICS 
INTRO TO LOGIC 
DEATH a DYING 
BUSINESS ETHICS 



















DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 
"I don't look ahead. One game at a time.... If 
we win (against Wake Forest) then we'll 
worry about the next one." 
Denny Crum 
Louisville coach 
teams meet in the Midwest Re- 
gional final. 
And that is sti 11 to be decided. 
No. 1 seed Kentucky first must 
beat No. 4 seed Utah And while 
Kentucky is favored, Louisville 
must contend with Wake Forest's 
Tim Duncan, one of the nation's 
premier big men. 
For now, Louisville coach 
Denny Crum is much more con- 
cerned about the Demon Deacons 
than the Wildcats. 
"I don't look ahead," Crum 
said. "One game at a time. We 
wont do any preparation for 
anybody other than Wake Forest 
until this game Is over. If we win 
it, then well worry about the 
next one." 
And that is the way the players 
should approach the game, said 
Newton. That's the way his team 
approached it in 1951. 
"From a player's standpoint it 
really was just another game that 
we had to win in order to win the 
national championship," Newton 
said. "And that was the way 
Coach (Adolph) Rupp looked at 
It." 
"I think this is more of a fan 
and media mentality. It's another 
game for us. Now that's not the 
way it is for the fans." 
Fans in Kentucky look forward 
to the matchup between the 
rivals every year now. But it 
wasn't always that way. 
The teams met nine times from 
1913 to 1922. But then the rivalry 
stopped. After that, the Cardinals 
and the Wildcats were relegated 
to meeting only in NCAA tour- 
nament appearances, like the one 
In 1951, when Kentucky went on 
to win Rupp's third national 
championship. 
But the meetings were so few, 
that when the possibility of an- 
other matchup came along In the 
1983 NCAA tournament, it was 
called "the dream game" by 
everyone in the state 
And it was a dream of a game. 
Kentucky's Jim Master hit a 
jumper at the buzzer to send the 
game into overtime during the 
regional final in Knoxville, Tenn. 
During the extra period, Lou- 
isville's full-court press led to 
five steals in Kentucky's first 
seven possessions as the Car- 
dinals went on to win 80-68 to ad- 
vance to the Final Four. 
Since then, the teams have 
renewed their rivalry and play 
yearly. Kentucky beat Louisville 
89-66 in Lexington this season. 
And Kentucky has won five of 
the past six meetings between 
the two teams. 
t 
Owners hope revenue-sharing 
will become a reality this week 
Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
PHOENIX -- Baseball 
owners are confident they fi- 
nally can adopt new revenue 
sharing rules at their meetings 
this week, giving extra cash to 
small-market clubs. 
Owners expect to pass their 
22 percent plan on Thursday, 
the final day of the two-day 
session. Teams would give 22 
percent of their local money. 
Including tickets and broad- 
casting, to a revenue-sharing 
fund. 
Under the plan to be con- 
sidered, 13 teams would give 
money and 13 teams would 
receive, with the Colorado 
Rockies and Florida Marlins - 
the 1993 expansion teams - 
exempt. 
The New York Yankees, Bal- 
timore Orioles and Cleveland 
Indians would be hit the 
hardest, with the Yankees pay- 
ing about $7.25 million. Kansas 
City, Pittsburgh and Minnesota 
would receive more than $4 
million each 
"I'm hopeful we'll have an 
agreement, but I'm not posi- 
tive," acting commissioner 
Bud Selig said before leaving 
from Milwaukee "I wont be 
positive until I get there and 
see what develops." 
Small-market teams have 
been pressing for new revenue 
sharing rules for years. 
Owners unanimously adopted a 
plan at Fort Lauderdale in Jan- 
uary 1994, but made it conting- 
ent on players agreeing to a 
salary cap. 
Currently, NL teams give 72 
cents of each ticket over $1 to 
the visiting team, along with 25 
percent of the cable television 
money from that game AL 
teams give the visitor 20 per- 
cent of the gate and put 20 per- 
cent of their cable money in a 
pool that's split up. 
Selig has said he wants the 
plan to take effect this season, 
but it's unclear whether ap- 
proval is needed from the 
players' association, always a 
potential stumbling block. 
The only other major item on 
the agenda is the proposed 
$150 million sale of the St 
Louis Cardinals from An- 
heuser-Busch to a group 
headed by St. Louis lawyer 
Fred Hanser. It is expected to 
be approved Thursday. 
PAIN KILLER. 
Flor fait relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we 
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAi. SRAi are tax- 
deferred annuitiea designed to help build additional 
assets — money that can help make the difference 
between living and living -*// after your working 
years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your 
salary on a pretax basis. That lowers your current 
taxable income, so you start saving on federal and, 
in most cases, state and local income taxes right away. 
What's more, any earnings on your SRAs are also 
tax deferred until you receive them as income. That 
can make a big difference in how painful your tax 
bill is every year. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who chape ft."* 
•AMW ,/ft~; /™r A***-/-.. t»6. L-p« A«b^c*J SMWW. Inc.£«**^W^ VW^^/W 1^ <Q^rt.rM 
•ndaapai 
As the nation's largest retirement system, based 
on assets under management, we offer a wide range 
of allocation choices —from the TIAA Traditional 
Annuity, which guarantees principal and interest 
(backed by the company's claims-paying ability). 
to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity 
accounts. And our expenses are very low* which 
means more of your money goes toward improving 
your future financial health. 
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888 Well send 
you a complete SRA information kit. plus a free 
slide calculator that shows you how much SRAs 
can lower yt*ur taxes. 
Call today —it couldn't hurt. 
fc Bsl I MO M227JS *1  SS». for a currant CREF pro.pe.tu.. H«d it* pro^aciu. 
coiplate mfonMlioai. including: ckftrgn 
fuH. baton you utvral or ■*«*) mon«» 
Classifieds 
page ten Wednesday, March 20,1996 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
A Cup* CI*UI« 
An kitormaJ meeting srhidi arlorn students ID 
share tmk culture experiences Refroehment* 
a* hi NMi Come and join usl 
Organized A Sponsored by »>e World MM 
Piece: Off-Campus Sudani Canter 
Time: 3:30-4:30 p.m. Wodnooday  
EVERY THURSDAY 
COFFEEE HOUSE AT THE FALCON'S NEST 
8PM FREE AOMtSSION 
•"LOWCOFFEE PRICES**' 
Contact 2-7184 lor mora Into 
 aponiorad by UAO  
Pick up your Sibl 1 Klda tehirt ordar form lo- 
day al its Union Foyar Irom 0 ajn. lo 430 pjn. 
Sh.rn ara 18 caehrbursarable. Raady tor pick 
up 4/12. Stoe A Not 4/12 - 4/14 -Falcon 
Frsnryl" 
PlAY WFALS BALLS OUT BINGO 
PICK UP a Bingo card In WF AL'i Waal Hal 
stuckos   LISTEN  DM  Kg  Heky  ~ 
CITY EVENTS 
Oon'l lorget applications lor BGSEA 
1988-1007 Offlcar PoalMni ara dua Friday. 
March 221 
SERVICES OFFERED 
CHAPAOT EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION 
Airport*. But/Train Slanons. HOME I 
Any dly ot your choical 
4 rlda tor pnea ol 1 
Ride In luury sedan tor taxi ratal 
Advance reservsrions suggested 
Can Gerve now am 9- 268-6338 
Malar CradA Carda Oaooly Acoaptadl 
Pragnam? 
Fraa Pregnancy lats. ConManDal and 
caring 354 4873 BG Pragnancy Cantor 
•H'MI'MX'MI 
Graduation Aim 
41 hour aarv lea 
Mm Ordar oil 3 
Stop In and aaa ual 
JAJ-7TJ2 
•HX'IU'IIX'NX 
SKYOtVE B.G. SAYS 'JUMP INTO SPRING' 
1st Jump daaaaa starting Apr* 8 Studant and 
group discounts. Visa A MC accsptad. 10 
minutos Irom BGSU. SKYDn/E B.G. 352-5200 
Wanted 100 Students 
Loaa 8 10 lbs Now Maatboasm breakthrough 
I toal iSlbs  In 3 waaks. GUARANTEED RE- 
SULTS 135 cost. 1 800-988 3829 
PERSONALS 
MfS FOR SCHOLARS 
14TH ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLE. OVER 
•3700 M PRIZES - TICKETS ON SALE 
W UNIVERSITY HALL. GET YOURS TODAYii 
sponsorad by: Honors Program. HSA. and 
Studant BoodEschanga 
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI 
Congratulations ara emended to Launa Popnk 
on har meant lavatsrtng to FUI Jarl Staunar. 
Watovayouguysl 
FLU ■FUI- FLU 'FUI 'FUI 
AOirAOII-AOM-AOII 
Congratulations to our Danoa Mararhon dan- 




Thank you lo all HeAOH's who helped out with 
rha Danoa Marathon. Your hard work and dad- 




Congratulations to our positive parson ol tie 
week Mekesa Gunk Way to Gol 
AOH* AOII* AOH* AOII 
Management Inc. 
Large 3 Bdrm. 120 1/2 N. 
Prospect St close to downtown 
& campus 12 mo. lease starting 
8-15-96, up to 4 occupants. 
$750/mo + util. 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
■teal Mai MB MtJ n MB MB 
1 & 2 Bdrms available at our 
Hillsdale Apis, very spacious, 
carports. Starts $350/mo 353- 
5800 only a few still remaining. 
Management Inc. 
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS, 
1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry 
on site, tons of parking. Located 
behind ODOT at 215 E. Poe Rd 
353-5800 
THURSDAY AT OA HE AS 
KARAOKE CONTEST-FINAL CHANCE 
AT »2O0 FOR SPRING BREAK 
AOII'AOII-AOII'AOII 
Congratulations to Monica Cline on har peerl- 
ing lo Met Walls ol Kant Stan University. 
AOII'AON'AOH'AOIf 
AOU-AOH-AOtrAOII 
Congratulalions to our officari of the waak 
Christy Novina and Laura Starkay. Kaap up fie 
good work I 
 AOirAOH'AOII'AOII  
AOH*KA*SIG KAP'AOlrKA'SIG KAP 
Wa would liks B congratulate Kappa Alpha 
and Sigma Kappa on haiping us win lha Gold 
Cup award al Danoa Merethon. Thank you tor 
all ol your halpl Love, lha sisters ol Alpha Omi 
cranPI 
AarKA'SIG KAP'AOII-KA'SIG KAP 
All. 
Thursday. March 21 Irom »-*pm on UOAH 
or Wood Cable 90 lo WM S100 caah, con- 
cert 
tickets lo aaa OJove-i Special Sauce or 
Barenaaad Lasses or CO's  
START SPRING BREAK THE RIGHT WAY... 
BUY TUTTION RAFFLE TICKETS TODAY A 
TOMORROW N UNIVERSITY HALL. 
HP*HSA*SBX1HP*HSA*S8X 
n Soring Breakers! 




Lowest Price Guaranteed 
Endless Summer Toun 
1-800-234-7007 
Call Mike at Changing Hair Salon tor a hair ap- 
potoanant batons Spring Break at 354-2244. 
Could you use 
•A eamsler's nJtton and leas ($1077) 
•A hatt-semeskrr's tuition ($817) 
'One ol 3 »150 book scholarships or 
•On* ol 100, large 1-kem PISANELLO'S piz- 
HP, HSA.A SBX WANTTOGIVE IT TO YOUI 
BUY RAFFLE TICKETS FOR THE 14TH AN- 
NUAL 
TUITION RAFFLE TODAY M UNIVERSITY 
HALL FOYER 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRMQ BREAK I 
Break away to tha honest action Mi Florida 
where guys meal girls! Naw motel on tie 
ocean, AAA sled, beach volleyball, tree MTV. 
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Don't be tan 
out   ol    this    Special    Promotion Call 
1-800-882-0910. 
Dana Zest-Dane* Marathon -Delta Zeta 
Great tob Emily A Jan at Dance Marainon I 
You guys were awescmel 
Dana Zetatksnco Marathon •Qolta Zeta 
Dana Zeta-Dance Marathon -Delta Zeta 
Thanks to Jen K„ Dayna, Jan C . Bath. Angle, 
Liz, TaBi. Lisa. Amanda. MleheNe, Dabble, 
Krlsssn, Almee. Shawntol. Elan, NsUn, Jan P., 
Emmy t Stacey tor all your hard work and dad 
icaoon tor Dance Marathon I 
Delia Zeta •Dance Marainon •Delia Zeta 
Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're 
too cheap to buy a tanning package 
Campus Tanning' 352-7880 
EHX** A SUMMER OF 
ENRICHMENT AND FUNIII 
■A Summer In Meiico Program* 
« weeks inGuedalefare and 1 In Meiico City. 8 
hrs. credit si (wo couraas on Mexican culture 
There la no subsotule tor positive experience 
then to ravel through cultural realities ol An- 
cient and Modem Mexico For more intorma- 
»on call Prolassor Andrada 372-7110. 
EUROPE 822* 
CanboeervMsxico$1»S 
Be a lilM flexible and save iU 





COFFEE HOUSE c? THE FALCON'S NEST 
8PMFREE ADMISSION 
—LOW COFFEE PRICES— 
Contact 2-7184 tor mora Into 
sponsorad by UAO 
FREE EXPRESSION 
This la a program that welcomes 
anyone to reed poetry, pksy music. 
A present any other artwork 
Facuity Lounge t> 8pm 
Wednesday March 20 
Sponsored by UAOQ 2-7184 
GPhiB-PhlMu'SigEp 
The sisters ol Phi My would like to congratulate 
Gamma Phi Beta on placing third in the banner 
companion and to Sigma PN Epeaon on plac- 
ing Ant tor tundrasing tor Iraiemmesl Greet 
Joel 
G PN B * Phi Mu • Sig Ep  
GET READY FOR SPRMQ BREAK 
20% oil all sunglasses with this ad. Ray-Ban, 
Serengen.  BoRa, many m slock. Catalogs 
available 1022 N. Prospect. BG. 352-2502. 
Grama, Schoksrerepe AvaashssHI 
■More) oi tSt In privet, lundlng. 
QuaMry Immedkilely 1 -etKMOO-0208 
HITCH THE SKCS 
CarrtVMexortyllSOrA 
Europe (189/ Low Domestic Rates 
AIRHITCH 
800-328-2000 
Homecoming 98 has a theme Umled Colors ol 
BG', now we need a togol Any ideas'" A logo 
contest Is being held and submissions are be- 
ing eccepted now flrough April 5.5 pitl. H tie 
Student AcsvUes Office (3rd Ft. Union). A prize 
will be awarded to the winner Questions?? 
Call the Student ActJvHes Office al 2-2343. 
HRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE MEN'S SIN 
GLES A COED DOUBLES TENNIS APRIL 3; 
M.W, A C BIATHLON - APR I 10: M.W GOLF 
OPEN TOURNAMENT - APRJL 24. PICK UP 
ENTRY FORM M 130 UNIVERSTTY FELD 
HOUSE. ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4O0PM ON 
DUE DATE. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED 
3-PlTCH SOFTBALL - MARCH 20. PICK UP 
ENTRY FORMS sN 130 UNIVERSITY FELD 
HOUSE. ALL ENRE8 DUE BY 400 P.M. ON 
DUE DATE  
KD-DZ-PHI TAU-KD-DZ-PHITAU 
Congrais to Kappa Delta, Dana Zeta A PN 
Kappa Tau on your second piece 
GOLD CUP AWARDI 
KD-DZ-PHI TAU-KD-DZ-PHI TAU 
FIsMu* PhiMu* PhiMu 
Great Job to al of our moralers and dancers at 
Dance Marathon l 
Phi Mu* PhiMu* Phi Mu 
KKG*KKG*KKG*KKG*KKG 
HoHy sndReMn- Thanks tor the Grandslam 
Breaklasi Buffet: 3/4 to. pancakes, orange 
juice, and cereal. 
Andy, Nigel. Doug. Tony, Chris, and Casey 
SIG EP * SIG EP * SIG EP * SIG EP 
OX' OZDenca Maraa^onOXJH 
Great tob on hanging In herel We love you 
guys!- Your AZMorale's Elian ANikki. 
OX-DZDano»ManMhonOX*DZ 
PMMu'PhlMu-PhiMu 
Chartone Wade, you did an awesome job 
as P R Direclor lor Dence Marathon I 
We love you I 
PhlMu'PtilMu'PhiMu 
Phi Mu'PHUT Phi Mu 
Greet Job on placing IIrst in the banner compe- 
tition at Dance Marathon! 
PhiMu-PhlMu-PnIMu 
PnlMu'PrsMu'PriiMu 
Wa want to thank Kelly Haider and Eilie 
McLaughlin on your great jobs as our D.G.R.'s 
•or Dance Marathon I Wa love youl 
PrsMu'PNMu'PMMu  
PLAY WFAL-S Bale Out Bingo 
PCK UP A Bingo card In WFAL's West Hal 
SuoWs. LISTEN TO THE Big Haky Poeee 
Show Thursday, March 21 Irom 8-Spm on 
880AM or Wood Cable 50 to WIN 1100 Cash, 
concert nck.li to see G Love B, Specie! 
Sauce, or Barenekad Ladies or CO'S. 
STAT MAJORS" 
Toledo firm needs students 
who have taken Stats 2111212 
tor Summer-15-20 hrsrwk 
Mrhr. Computer Literacy 
REQUIRED. Apply w/raeume to 
Co-Op Office: 310 Student Services 
2-2451 tor deuMs 
STATS MAJORSIII 
Toledo Arm needs students 
who have taken Stan 211 • 212 
tor summer • i5-20hr»M*. 
teVhr. Computer Literacy 
RE QUIRED Apply w/resume 
to Co-op office: 310 S.S. 
2-2451 tor details. 
STATS MAJORSII 
Toledo rirm needs students 
who have taken Stats 211 A 212 
lor Summer   15-20 hrsAvk 
t&rhr. Computer Literacy 
REQUIRED. Apply w7 resume 
BCo-opOI1lca:310S.S. 
2-2451 tordataas. 
STUDY ABPXJADVFINANCUL AIO MEET- 
ING 
If you ara planning to study abroad this sum- 
mar or during Hie 1088-07 academic year, 
please attend a meeting on Wednesday, 
March 20.1098 at 2.00pm In the Taft Room In 
the Unton. Please cat Sally Raymont at 
372-0308II you have any cueatlona. 
rSubta 
Uve In the Painted Lady. Close to campus A 
Hie bars. 3 HUGE bedrooms. Call Kim at 
352-8380. 
Tare Gore and Janmy Weckesser would like to 
thank even/one tor getting out and voting, and 
tor al of your help. We would especially like to 
takthotoeraeing: 
Alpha Chi Omega. Delia Tau Delta, Beta Theta 
PI, Theta CN (tor stamping). Mark's. Tux. and 
Gargoyles 
Moike - the best campaign manager 
Colleen A Cynihie - you guys ara great 
At A Meg - tor all ol your help 
Rob P. - Congrats and thanks 
Ryan, Jodl. Chortle, Anne, and Julie - lor stand- 
ing outside with us 
Yesso and tha Beta house tor tie sign 
Jason B. - tor everything 
Yellow house and Bruni tor the marker 
My las ■ the sucker man 
Enn Hull-tor me great support 
Evan/one on N. Emerpnee 
Jason. Ivan, and the Pea St. guys 
Everyone on USG A EOB 
Andy W, Kaes M.. Bird, Tom, and Erin D. 
EncM iColeenB 
Everyone who wore our burtons 
Sam. Stove S, Tim, Anon. Cook. Kurt. A Brian 
0. 
BGSU Track A Cross Country Teems 
Thanks to all ol the other houses A organiza- 
sons (M let us speak and supported us. 
Tara A Jimmy would also Ilka to apologize to 
me DeTs one tost lime tor ruining their Boor. 
Thanks everybody and we took forward to a 
ooodyeorl 
The sisters olALPMA XI DELTA 
would lika to congratulaw 
MARY BETH BACHTEL. our Danoa 
Marathon Coordinator. KELLY VANCE 
and KATE O'DONELL. our dancers, lo- 
an outstanding DANCE MARATHON" 
Waytogoglriall 
Phi Mu' Secret Sis * Phi Mu 
Happy 20th Birthday 
McdyMsckenerl 
I hope you have a lerrHic day! 
Love- Your Secret Sis 







Nig* Robert son 
For being selecssd ae 
Brolhers ol the Week 
SIGEP'SIGEP'SIGEP  
AOII • AOH • AOII • ACXI 
CongralulatonsAOirs on placing 3rd in the lip 
sync contestl You guys did greatl 
AOH-AOII'AOII'AOII 
Phi Mu' Phi Mu' PhiMu 
Thar* you sisters ol Phi Mu on at your hard 
work wim Dance Marathon! Bethany Hodekle- 
vlc on ihe entertainment comm. I Keley Conley 
on being a great morale captainl 
Phi Mu ' Pis Mu'PhiMu  
■What's up I7I71 
JAMAICA. JAMAICA, JAMAICA 
Roas.Enka. Brent. Mstl, Den 
Shelly end Adem 
G.l ready tor the tme of our lives 
Four days!" 
Love you,HoHy 
"Spring Breek Mugs!!!" 
Bring beck your 
Spring Break Mugs 
andwewirJIINem 
at a low. low price 
Junction Bar A Gnll 
Tha Petto la new open 
(weather permkTJng) 
WANTED 
1 M-F summer subksaaer tor turn apt. AC. 
free cable, reasonable rent, urn Indud. 
Ctosa to campus. Clean. Also need room- 
maas tor 98^ act«)olyeer.Cel 354-8067 
1 Mr roommaki: honest, deperxJebie, open- 
minded end Irtendry: tor large 4 bedroom 
house, aaa/ OS-May «7. Large yard and front 
porch. liarVmo . usl. Call 352-5305. 
2 B4 Subtoaaers needed tor summer. 
Large avo bedroom. Close to campus, rani ne- 
golabls. 352-7311.  
2-4 Summer Subtoasers Needed. Huge 2 bed 
room asanhouea w/baaernent. Rent negoaa- 
btolCal Holy or Slaph 351-7043. 
Female Roommass Needed For Summar/Fal 
08/Spring 07. Call Arrie 354-3084  
Female Subieaaer wanted for Summer, 
fisomw Ctoaalocampus.Start8/1/06 
 372-5795  
Local Banda.. We want your muaicl 
Send your tepearCO'srwhetsver » Bil C. c/o 
WFAL 120 West Hall BGSU to be played on 
WegloneJ Radio every Sunday 9-10 p m  on 
WFALam880A-»cle50. 
Male or lemaie subieaaer Irom now until May. 
822Smio. Close to campus. Electric ( phone 
r^ Very race apt. Cal 353-3212. 
MUST summer suUease a 2 bdrm. house. 
Spacioua ktlchen A Ivtng room. Convenient 
distance from campus. Vary dean. Call any 
day aftor 5pm. 352-4198. 
Roommata wanted 10 miles soum of BG Mo- 
bile home, washer/dryer Central Air. No uti 
t250rmo. 8653174 leave mas.  
Summer Subleeser needed. Close to csmpus. 
2 bedrooms OS* 354-3173 aftor3pm. 
Summer Sublaaaars needed tor 5 bedroom 
house. Close to campusl For more kilo cej 
363-4414 or 372-4507 Of 372-8174. 
SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED 
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4ti and high 
cat: 352-7578 
Wanted: Two roommatos tor 98-97 school 
year. M)F. For more kite, cal Header or Krlas 
ai372-1S0t. 
HELP WANTED 
11750 weekly poaalble mating our circulars. 
No experience required Begin now. For info 
cal 301-308-1207. 
ALASKA BjaMOYtKNT   Flsharies.  Parks, 
Resorts    now    hiring!   Earn   lo 
$3.000-»e,000./rnoi  AJrhral  ReorrvBoanJI 
FREE  VIDEO  wvprograml State  Licensed 
Service. Cal (9101932-1480. extA102. 
Abuka Job. Earn up to 30K in 3 months. Fish- 
ing, conanucaon. canaries, ail Holds, plus 
more. 7 days. 407-875-2022 en. 0581. 
A/a you 'Ongoing 
■Sell ktonveled 
•Goal Own led 
"A Team Player 
"Sales Experience 
helpful but not necessary 
The BG News is looking tor successful advert- 
ising account sxecutrves tor Fsl 19BtVSprlng 
1907. Appicatons avalable et 204 Waal Hal 
or call John Virosksk at 372 2805 tor mora de- 
CASE MANAOERS 
Unison Bahavtoral Heatth Group la seeking 
Case Managers to provide services to dena 
with serious mental Ikieaa. Responsibilities wil 
include providing assistance wirh the social. 
vocational, economic, and environmental 
needs of assigned dents and asaabng m their 
eoikly to Uve in me community. Valid driver's A 
cense and Ohio counselor or social worker li- 
cense is required, preierably LSW or higher. 
Conoldaralton will be given to candidates who 
have passed the LSW tost but have not yet 
received twir license. Excellent salary and 
benefits nankaoe. Sand resume wim cover Isi- 
tar to Unison Behavioral Health Group, Inc., Di- 
rector Human Resources CM. P.O. Box 
10015, Toledo. OH 4380»00l 5 by 4/1/96. 
B£8T SUatesER JOB IN BO 
GAIN GREAT MAJWETMOTSALES EXPE 
RENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELUNG 
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT 
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APRA 
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20 
HOURS A WEEK. CALL 372-0430 FOR 
MORE NFORSMTION OR STOP BY 204 
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLK>TON APPLI- 
CATONDEAOLWEIS MARCH 21.  
CAMP COUNSELORS AND SPECIALITY 
STAFF FOR CAMP COURAGEOUS. A RESI- 
DENTIAL SUMMER CAMP AND CAMP 
CROOKED ARROW, A YMCA DAY CAMP, 
BOTH LOCATED IN WHITE HOUSE. OHIO. 
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR AT UM- 
VERSITY  YMCA,   20*8  BROOKDALE  RD. 
TflEDP QHIMW mum-itu 
Preferred Properties    r^sjf 
530 S. Maple 
352-9378 
EXTRA EXTR^ 
Efficiency, 1&2 Bedroom 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Haven House Fox Run Houses 
Birchwood Piedmont Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing     Mini Mall 
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed! 
100 poaAlonal Coed summer camp. Pocono 
Mine. PA Good eatery/tips' (908) 68S-3330. 
250 Counselor! A Includes neededl 
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mtns.. 
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG. 
Kenirworm. NJ 07033(908) 276 0996 
Earn caah stuffing envelopes si home. All ma- 
terials provided Send SASE to P.O. Bos 774. 
Otoxhe.KS 88051. 
HOME TYPISTS 
PC Users needed $45,000 income potential. 
Call 1-800-5I3-4343EX1. B-0849. 
Island Hopper Is looking tor s band to play a 
variety of music aboard ship on Thurs.. Fri., A 
Sat. Send demo tape or VCR lape to 4 N Jef- 
torson.PortClncn, OH 43452.  
Laboratory Assistant: P/T research assistant 
needed by Bowfcng Green food processor. Bi- 
ology major preferred Send resume to Green- 
Una Produce Co. 12700 S. Dixie Hwy. BG. 
Ohio 43402 
Looking tor a fun job 81 is summer? 
Work on the Mend Hopper in 
Pon Clinton. OH Hiring deck hands. 
bartender*, waitresses, sales clerks 
Must be fnendly. outgoing, t Ike boots. 
For application A Interview appointment 
Cal (410) 734-4338. 
Reporter wrttor. part-time, tor association 
rational magazine. 3-4 hours mornings Men 
day-Friday Some rotated office chorea. Accur- 
acy, good phone skis, Macintosh familiarity 
Important. Sand resume, three references 10 
P.O.Box 1107. Bowkng Green, OH 4340? 
Ssjdsni Publications is now accepting applica- 
tions tor account executives to sen yellow pege 
advemang m the BGSU campus directory 
Successful cenckdstes must be able to work 20 
hours par wisest April through July, be aggree- 
SIVB, wel-orgenized. and interested In eeming 
To apply, atop by 204 Wast Hal or call Toby at 
372-0430 tor more intormation. Leave a mea- 
aaa».Appa-a«1ondaadlnalsMsich21. 
SUMMERJOBS 
A lun place to work and a lifelong learning ex- 
perience email you al YMCA Camps Ohryese 
snd Nieeokonel Are you a caring, creative A 
ontmsiaabc parson? Do you enxiy being out 
doors and have prior experience working with 
cnedren? Now hiring mala A lemaie resident 
and day camp counselora. Irfeguard/swim In- 
stuctors, equestrian staff, ropes course facili- 
tators, art teacher, nature instructor. Applica- 
tions avarabfe in student employment office or 
cal David Marks (810) 867-4533  
Sunday morrxng pianist needed. Family Life 
Community Church, comer of Manvlle A 
Ctough. For mora into contact Jon Brown at 
353-0353.  
Technical WrkerrlHuetrBtor 
Clerke/Amencan Lincoln, a leader In the man- 
ufacture of Industrial Floor MeJntonsnce 
Equipment, is seeking a Technical 
Writer/a Ultra tor at Hi Bowling Green. OH tacrli- 
»■ 
Tha successful candidate will have strong 
communication sails. Knowledge of other lan- 
guages a plus. Creak) instruction and parts 
mauals tor operators and service personnel. 
The abilty to understand blueprints, bill ol ma- 
terials and wnto In very simple, easy to under- 
stand language mat will be clearly understood 
by users of equipment Is a must. Abilty to 
creato drawings and iluatrattons that clearly 
depict the parts snd assemblies of machines 
and knowledge ol PC operaton and desktop 
pubksning software necessary to perform 
these functions. One year experience in an 
Engineering environment or equivalent train- 
ingyexpenence required. 
We offer a highly compeltjve salary and bene- 
fit package in an excellent work environment I! 
you are interested m this challenging position, 
plssas torward your resume to: 
Employee Relations Mgr. 
Clarka/Arrvjrican - Lincoln 
IIOOHaakinsRd. 
Bowing Green, OH 43402 
An Equal OpporUrmy Employer 
aVF/CYV 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING tarn up 10 
$2000 * /month working on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies Wont) Travel. Season* 
A full time employment available. No expert, 
ence necessary. For more Intormason cal 
1 -208-071 -3550 exl. CS5445. 
EARN 8500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes 
at home Send long SASE to: Country Living 
Shoppers. Dept U, P.O. Box 1770, Denhem 
Springs, LA 70727. 
V V ln m> book, SamB'i, 
my favorite BG restaurant, 
deserves star billing. It's the 
best place to eat between 
Toledo & Columbus.^*»% 
The Toledn. Blade Re%fura* Crlnt 
146 North Main ■ Bowling Green 
COUNSELORS. Cook/kitchen mgr. needed at 
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml. Cal 
313478-8828 tor mora Into. 
Writers  to  help  developing  local   business 
newspaper. Nomhal faea. 352-8383.  
FOR SALE 
'89 Chevy 4x4 Sifveredo New engina'many 
naw parts. 18000 O.B.O. Call Jason after 5 
pm 81352-7081. 
12 1 80 Hallmark mobile home, unique barn- 
sided mtenor, sprayed cailngs, garden tub. 
New furnace, water heater, floor Insulation, 
and beck door. Must see Interior to appreciate. 
Asking 88500. Only 10 miles from BG. Lawn- 
dale. aaa (Weston). 880-3910.  
BeeuMul double loft. Univerary eoproved 
II25 O BO Nice kitchen table w/2 choirs 160 
O.B.O. Really nice TV/VCR Stand. Looks Ike 
new. KO O BO Cool Bear Claw couch. 
Breaks kite 2 pieces. Modem design. 8200 
O.B.O. CM Sam 353-2345 
Loll w/top mattress $80, couch ISO, 38" by 
28* antique kitchen table 150 (O.B.O.) Call 
Mike at 352 1188 
FOR RENT 
•J83-032S • Pleduced Ratee * 
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Efficiencies A rooms 
300 block olE.Msrry 
9,10.12,15 mo. leeeea tor 08-07 school year. 
' Summer Apartments Avalable * 
Call 353-0325 
Very ctosa to campus. AC, Furnished 
"Houee for Rent - 
729 4th St. Comer ol 4m High St. 
4 Bedrooms, central air, 11/2 Bams, 
fern ales only, 353 0325 
1 A 2 bedroom apartments available for 9 A 12 
mo. leases. New unfurnished apartnents 
available In mid April Hillsdale Apartments to- 
cated at 1082 FoJrviow. Call 352-5822 
2 BDRM STUDENT RENTALS FOR 
SUMMER OR FALL. 1 BDRM APTS. FOR 
GRAD STUDENTS 352 3445 
Efflc. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. in houses. 
12 mo. leeses  only starting In May. Steve 
Smrth 352-8017. (no calls after 900pm). 
House - 238 Troup. No pets, references req. 
MBS plus uOI. Available Aug 15.1098 - 12 
gonth loess. 352-8847 
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts. 
1 year, 0 month, and summer leases 
Call 352-7454 
■»• y^i»aW   TIM ntQntsBfewM 
Thellomeeteed 
1-2 bedroom, spacious, ArC, Clean, gas, heat, 
storage, parking. For serious sr. A grad. stu- 
dent start COS Cal 364-8038 10-5. 
One bedroom epartment 
AVAILABLE NOW 
Call 354 8800 
Piedmont Corporation 
Mni-Storage Spaces Avalable 
352 7581 
Spring Break Daytona Beach 
I Room Avail able 1 Block 
m tie beach Cal 1 004-253 3687. 
Summer Subksesers Needed Cheap Rates. 





Full Time / Part Time 
Server 
Good work, great tips 
friendly atmosphere 
Come in and apply 
Monday - Friday 
1:30 - 4:30 pm 
Tony Packo's Cafe 




Eat-In or Carry-out & Health Food for Everyday 
Lunch • $4.99 
iiiltjten Under 12 - $2.99   Includes Drink 
Dinner* $6.99 
id 





OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon. - Sat.: 11:00 a.m. -1030 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 noon -10:00 p.m. 
354-2269 
354-0929 
1060 North Main St. 
Bowling Graan, 
OH 43402 
u p • 
